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AN INTRODUCTION TO GEORGE GISSING. 
Part I. Essential Biogra}2_hY. _  
A novelist -more b;y- the irony of fate tha n by the in-
tention of nature, George Robert Gissing has slowly won 
recognition as one of the important late-Victorians , in-
deed , as the Folletts say, the most significant, next to 
Hardy and Meredith. That other less signif i cant wri t ers 
are far more vvi de ly kno\vn i fJ due to the peculiar tempe ra-
mental and external conditions which cast the Gissing 
novels in a mold l a cking every element of popular appeal. 
Except to the very intellectual and the literary, I should 
say Gissing is scarcely knovvn even ()y name in America, 
ye t his shaping influence is deeply impres sed on much that 
the average reader consQ~es . The reasons for this curi-
ously anomalous situation are not far to seek. One finds 
them in the man himself and in his uncomf ort ab l e relation 
to his environment. 
Born in 185? at Wakefield, England, Gissing early 
found sympa thetic encouragement of his literary inclina-
tions in his father. The latter, a chemist and botanist, 
and a man of strong personality, greatly influenced his 
s on by reading with him and directing hi~'Jro·ws ings in the 
library. Many of Gissing's deepest interes ts grew from 
this early association, among them his life-lone; enthu-
2. 
siasm for Dickens, whom he learned to love through The Old 
Curiosity Shop at the age of ten. His father's death,..when 
he was thirteen, was probably an incalcula:ble mi~::f o rtune 
to the boy, . for the women to whom his subsequent training 
fell seem not to have r eali zed his need of guida nce and 
co:mpani onship . He was t oo early left to his own direction, 
with disastrous consequences. 
Gissing was by every na tural instinct a s chola r a nd 
a recluse. His scholarly ability was evident from his ear-
liest school days at Lindlow Grove Boarding School, where 
h e won various p:r;izes, gaining a schola rship to Owens Col-
lege, Manchester, when only fourteen. Here again "he car-
ried off all the first prizes, scholarships, and exhibi-
tions, and t ook first-cla s s hono rs for English and classics 
i n the University of London.!' He had before him every pos-
sibility of the distinguished inte l lectual career for which 
he was eminently fitted, and which would have been of all 
things most congenial to him, when his life wa.s completely 
disrupted by one of those sad t\v.ists of temperament which 
m'lde him throughout life the victim of hi s own weaknesses. 
Gissing' s scholarly temper coexisted vii th extreme 
sensitiveness and shyness which made it hard for him to 
gain friends, and left him to loneliness that becrune at 
last unendurable. He was the kind of boy vvho needs r1uch 
affection, much sympathy, and much wise guidance to help 
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him to self-confidence and self-knowledge. With no apparent 
understanding of his nature, his natural gua r dians l eft 
him alone and ungui ded in a g r e:l t s cho ol and a strange city, 
where he was shut out by his inarticulate diffidence from 
the r e creational pursuits and associations of the normal 
student. This loneliness, which drove him into casual a c-
quaintance with a girl of the streets, fostered a serious 
attachment for her which Yvould have b een imp os s ible t o a 
boy of r!l.ore wor ldly knowl edge 1;1nd clearer judgment. With 
the obstinacy of his ineradicable idealism, he clung to 
the girl, whom he r ega r ded a s a .Qure soul t o be rescued. 
fr o!~l mi sfortune , a nd t o her wh o wa s in every way unworthy_, 
and tragically unsuited to him, he sacrificed hi s educa-
tion, his s ocia l standing, hi s every prospect of a schol-
arly career. The girl impelled him to petty crime which 
ended his college life with a prison term, and the kind 
of disgrace that made a return impossible. 
His friends rushed him to America, where he lived 
more or less on the precarious edge of starvation, earn-
ing an unc ertain living by teaching in Boston, writing in 
Chicago, and doing various strange, vague things in New 
York. It was here, apparently, that he had the exper-
ience, attributed to W'.aelpdale in New Grub Street, of 
living two days on peanuts; here, too, that he felt the 
temptation to suicide in the majestic waters of Niagara. 
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L"D.mediately upon his return to England, des:9 i te the vi g.Jr-
ous protest of all who knew the circumstances, he insi s ted, 
as a point of honor, on marrying the ·Nornan who had a lready 
done him irreparable wrong. This marriage completed the 
ruin of all he had hoped to b e and might hav e been . His 
~riend, Morley Roberts, in the unpleasant biography he was 
unkind enough to write, says trul y , "Out of his first great 
disaster sprang all the rest. His wife h ad torn his heart, 
scorched his very soul, and destroyed him in the beginning 
of his life. All irreparable disasters came from her and 
through her." 
There was a brief period of quiet and fruitful study 
in Germany, relfected largely in his first book ·workers in 
the Dawn, where he writes:-
Schopenhauer, Comte, and Shelley,- the s e 
t h r ee in turn have directed the growth of my 
moral life. Schopenhauer t a ught me to forget 
myself and to live in others. Comte then came 
to me with his lucid unfolding of the mystery 
of the world, and taught me the use t o which 
my syrJ.:pa thy should be directed . Last of all, 
Shelley breathed with the breath of life on the 
dry bones of scientific theory , turned convic-
tion into passion, lit the heavens of the future 
with such glorious rays that the eye struggles 
in gazing upwards, strengthened the heart with 
enthusiasm as with a coat of mail. 
Upon this pleasant interval followed what were, per-
haps, the darkest days of his life. A thorough hed:lnist, 
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a lover of all things beautiful and~rderly, a man who re-
joiced in the arts and in the intellectual heritage of the 
p~st, Gissing was forced by dire poverty and by the de-
graded habits of his wife into a life of the utmost s (1ual0r, 
di :.:; order, and discomfort. In this period of garrets and 
cellars, he began his literary career, not a t the instance 
of an urgent creative impulse, but merely as the least 
distasteful way open to him of earning a living. He could 
have taught or tutored, and, in fact, necessity often made 
him, but he disliked to. He could h ave gained ~nore de-
pendable income in journalism, but he scorned it as a de-
gradation of his art. Therefore, with t h e poor prepara-
tion of his deep knowledge of books and his scant knowledge 
of life, his intense self-consciousness and preoccu:9ation 
with his own miseries, he turned to novel-writing, seeking 
material in the only two available sources, his personal 
experiences and the swarming life around him, which he ob-
served with resentful, protesting, alien eyes. 
The terrible, sordid unhappiness of his domestic life 
is better imagined than described .· He wrote under the 
stress of extreme physica l discomfort, and a cute sp ir i t ual 
sufferi ng . llorl ey Robert s was his only close f r i end . 
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Hours of reading in the British Museum library were almost 
his only pleasure . Finally, he wa s f orced t o separat e f r om 
hi s wife, but he continued t ~ support her as long as she 
lived. 
He found joy in hi s work, but h e f ound a 0 ony in it 
a lso, for he had an artistic cons cience whi~~ compelled 
him to the drudge r y of continua l des troyings, a nd r ewrit-
ings . Under these conditions his first bo ok, Workers in 
the Dawn , was produced, and publi shed in 1880 at his own 
expense. It was a crude , amateur ish vvo rk whi ch broug:h t 
hir.1 li ttle ex cep t t he he l p of Frederick Harrison, but it 
marked the beginning of the steady, intense literary l a -
bor which ended onl y with h is dea th. In the next dozen 
years his most powerful work wa s done in the series of 
novels depicting London slum life. Demos (1886) brought 
him enough money for the long-dreamed-of trip to Italy. 
This was en~~antment and refreshment of the soul. Italy 
was ever the country of his heart, dear t o h i m a s the 
home of the classics he so loved. For that eage~mental 
life, which alone could h ave sus t a ined h i m in the mi ds t 
of all the me. terial surroundings he mos t d .e,test.e.d, was 
centered always in the remote pas t. Nothing in the wo rld 
he knew wa s so real to him as that ancient civilization 
in which his imagination dwelt. Italy, then, meant hope 
crystallized into fact; it must have b een solace for many 
hours of heartbreak. 
As to the duration and extent of Gissing's bitter 
poverty, his biographers disagree. During this period, 
he was relieved of the dragging burden of his wretched 
vdfe by her death. That he continued his life of isola-
tion and incessant writing in mean EUrroundings seems ev-
i dent from the circumstances attendi ng his second mar-
riage in 1890. But Swinnerton ( ·George Robert Gissing: 
A Critical Study ,;J maintains that Thyrza ( 1887) marked the 
end of grinding . poverty, and that from 1882 "he had a 
livable income from teaching." Roberts and Austin Harri-
son, who both knew hin well, support this view. All 
three assert that his poverty was partly due to poor man-
agement. "In all practical things Gi ssing was idle and 
inept," writes Austin Harrison. "He had in marked de6ree 
the artistic temper; if he remained poor it was largely 
because he chose to ....... Gissing's trouble was himself; 
he made his own poverty; he could not be practical. " Had 
he possessed the slightest business instinct, he could 
have eased his position by making more advantageous terms 
with his publishers. But this he was temperamentally un-
able to do. Hence, he did not receive the adequate re-
turns from his work a more able -business man would . 
?. 
have demanded, and his harsh experience of poverty in a 
measure distorted his whole outlook on life. 
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In this period of profound misery which shaped his 
most enduring novels , his appalling loneliness again over-
whelmed him, and drove him into a second utterly unsuita-
ble marriage. His second wife was "respectable," but with-
out education, personal attractiveness, or social sense, 
and po s sessed of a temp er so violent tha t after their two 
children were born, Gissing feared to leave them alone with 
her. When living with her became impossible, he provided 
for the care of his children with relatives and separated 
from her. 
His health was novr so uncertain he could endure the 
English climate only in summer. The last few yea rs of his 
life were spent largely in the south of France, where he 
found serenity and a measure of happiness in the companion-
ship of a French lady of gentle breeding and keen intel-
lect. He died at St. Jean de Luz in 1903, and was laid to 
rest in the English cemetery, high above the unquiet sea. 
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Part II. His Character and Personality. 
Those Wl.o know Gissing only through his novels of re-
volt and bitternesst would hardly recognize the genial, 
conversational, gentle, modest person described by his 
friends. Austin Harrison, whose tutor he wast gives us 
this picture in a sketch published in The Nineteenth Cen-
tury, September, 1906: 
Tall, sparet and lissom of movement, George 
Gissing had a marked personality. Here is a 
conscious autobiographical portrait of himself 
taken from his first novel, Workers in the Dawn. 
"His eyes were of light blue, his nose was of a 
Grecian type, his lips and chin were moulded in 
form expressive of extreme sensibility and gen-
tleness of disposition, showing traces, more-
over, of instability in moral character." Thi ck 
brown hair clustered round a brow of noble shape; 
his head was well shaped. Though his cheeks 
lacked color, he looked healthy, strong, and 
vigorous. His facial expression was extraordi-
narily mobile, sensitive, and intellectual. I 
have never seen so sad and pathetic a face. In 
repose, his features contracted into a look of 
ineffable dreariness, sorDow and affliction, of 
mute submissiveness and despair. Yet it was a 
noble face, dignified , delicate, sensuous, 
thoughtful. And then it would flash and 
light up, and the eyes would beam in radi-
ant transport, and the misanthrope would be-
come a tempestuous schoolboy, and he would 
thump the table and po s itively sh out with 
buoyant exuberance. For there was ever 
laughter in his heart - spontaneous, bois-
terous, s incere laughter . Gissing, the sad 
man, had the zest of life, and with it its 
joy. 
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Such he was to those who knew him best, though . few 
glimpses of this buoyant spirit are allowed his readers. 
The qualities that made his books were not the qualities 
that endeared him to his friends. In fact, Gissing the 
writer has caused Gissing the man to be so misunderstood 
that there is need of dwelling on his personal character-
istics, before turning our attention to the temperamental 
perversit i es that decided the bent of his writings and 
thus gave ~ise to widespread misapprehension of his true 
character. He was "interesting-looking, obviously lova-
ble, and sympathetic,'' says Roberts, 'wonderfully patient 
and reasonable," and again, he calls him "a pure-souled, 
hi~h-minded man with a fine zest for all that is best in 0 
life," and speaks of his "extreme purity of thought," 
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and "his temperanc e and moderation in all things." Sec-
combe de s cribes him as "a thorough moralist and sentimen-
tal i st, an honest, true-born, downright, inerad i cable 
Englishman." It i s this side of his complex personality 
that we must keep in mind while conte:m.pla ting t.."le very 
different side revealed in his n 9 vels, if we would form a 
just and true estimate of a man who was, in many re-
spects, greater than his work. 
For, unfortunately, with all these splendid and ad-
mirable traits was combined an inna te inability to get on 
with others. As Wells puts it, "He had no social nerve.• 
He was well-meaning, but seems not to have known how to 
handle social and practical contacts. He was incapable 
of taking life simply and easily, but, with an instinc-
tive lack of wi sdom , -rw.s rorever b l uncering into s i tua-
tions to which he was not equal. That he was hims elf 
aware of thi s def c~ ct, he frankly acknov1ledge~: 
Within my m:ture there seemed to be no 
faculty of rat i onal s elf-guidance. Boy and 
man, I blundered into every ditch and bog 
which lay within s ight of my way . . •.. Some-
thing, obviously, I lacked from the begin-
ning, some balancing principle granted to 
most men in one or another degree. 
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His helplessness in social and practical relationships, 
no doubt , resulted partly from his sensitive shyness .-
and solitary, retiring disposition, and partly from his 
indifference to and aloofness from the life of the world. 
Keen observer though he was, he had no vital interest in 
politics, social problems, or ordinary di ver.sions. He 
lived apart in a world of books, thought, fancy, more at 
home in ancient Rome than in modern London. He was 
wholly detached from and often hostile to his environ-
ment. 
With the temper of an aristocrat and a scholar, Gis-
sing would undoubtedly, had his life not been violently 
wrenched from its true direction, have lived in studious 
contentment in the quiet seclusion of some university. 
Had he possessed money, he might still have done so, de-
spite his first great error, But, with hi_s bent toward 
old literature, antiquity, historic revery, classic me-
tres, poetry, with his fitness for nothing save the 
book-world which alone he. knew and loved, he was thrown 
for years into a brutal environment where he constantly 
saw humanity at its loweEt level. His instinctive re-
volt against this ugly degradation of poverty led him to 
over-emphasize the value of refinement, learning, and 
money. It developed in him a fierce, proud independence, 
a bitter resentment. His lack of humor and intense sub-
13. 
jectivity made it impossible for him to realize fully that 
to the poor themselves their lot was not so vile and unen-
4t durable as it seemed to him. It was a fact he was able to 
perceive mentally but not emotionally. Hence the unre-
lieved gloom to which readers of hi s earlier novels object. 
Though he remained at heart a romanticist, revelling 
in an ever-absorbing past, his superficial pessimism 
colored his novels with the sad futility he found in his 
outward life. With stark honesty, he pictured life as he 
saw it in relation to himself, for his point of view was 
ever that of the egoist. The dominant note of revolt, the 
constant, bitter protest against the restrictions of pov-
erty, the hopeless struggle of the individual at odds with 
his environment are ever recurring threads in the warp of 
a Gissing novel. For though Gissing's sense of moral re-
sponsibility and abiding love of the classics led him un-
corrupted through the fires of poverty and disaster, · these 
left their stamp upon his work in an atmosphere of misery 
and tragedy scarcely equalled elsewhere in our literature. 
Thus we see that the factors which shaped his literary 
work must inevitably conceal the real man from all but the 
most persistent and dis cerning of readers. 
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Part III. Autobiographical Note in Gissing's Writings. 
In the course of twenty-three years, Gissing produced 
twenty-nine books, involving an amount of literary labor, 
(for his books were always conscientiously and scrupulously 
written) which would tax the creative force and powers of 
application of even a great genius. Of this number, 
twenty-two were novels; two, volumes of short stories; 
three, critical works on Dickens; one, a charming travel 
book; and one, an utterly delightful collection of semi-
autobiographical essays. With his limited outward contacts 
and his self-preoccupation, it is inevitable that he should 
have drawn material for this large output steadily from 
his ovm experiences. In this sense the author and the man 
are so inextricably one that a knowledge of the facts of 
Hissing's life and the temper of his mind is the best 
preparation for an intelligent appreciation of his novels. 
Though, as I have pointed out, there is a Gissing who never 
appears in the novels, to understand the Gissing who is 
there revealed, one must know something of the tragic cir-
cums tances which brought that Gissing into being. Knowing 
that story even fragmentarily, one readily sees how pover-
ty, unhappy marriage, love of the classics, and strongly 
felt ethical responsibility shaped his books as they 
shaped his life during his most fruitful years. His vol-
umes, moreover, are filled with details of character, 
incident, and background transplanted directly from his 
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own life. 
It is interesting to trace these threads in his work. 
They begin in his first novel, where, as I have already 
suggested, Gissing models his hero's character and ap-
pearance upon his own. Arthur Golding's disastrous mar-
riage to a girl of evil habits who is in every way his 
inferior, clearly reflects the author's own unhappy mari-
tal affairs. It is the "first of a striking series of 
pictures showing two incompatible natures, each unable to 
respond to the other's point of view." This book I have 
not read, for I have not been able to find it an~mere, 
but I gather from what I have r ead about it, that it also 
reflects in large measure the philosophic ideas Gissing 
acquired in Germany. The incompatible marriage is exem-
plified in The Unclassed by the union of Harriet Smales 
and Julian Casti. Osmond Waymark is a second replica of 
the author, "well-educated, fairly-bred, but without 
money," ambitious but unstable, fine in nature, but lack-
ing self-confidence, caught in the clash of temperament 
and environment. In Osmond's bitter outbursts against 
the life to which poverty condemns him, is much of Gis-
sing's own rebellion. Then there are interesting pic-
tures of the trials of a tutor, which help explain his 
~ 
dislike of that pursuit. Julian voices his passion for 
Italy and Gibbon. The note of the "put money in thy 
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purse" doctrine is struck by Slimy, one of his most vivi d-
ly disreputable characters, who says, "Money means 'appi-
ness, and the~ as never 'as money'll never be 'appy, live 
as long as they may." Many of Gissing' s early theories of 
philosophy and art find expression here. He expounds the 
doctrine of pessimism versus optimism at length in the con-
versationsbetween Osmond and Maud. He professes fatalism. 
"I know that I could not have acted otherwise than I did 
in any juncture of my life." He says through the lips of 
Osmond, "The artist ought to be able to make material of 
his own suffering, even when the suffering is at its 
height." It is a theory the author must often have prac-
ticed. The background of the story i s chiefly the appal-
ling London slum district which Gissing describes so un -
sparingly again and again. 
In Demos Mrs. Mutimer strikes the money note: "It's 
my belief as money's the curse of this world. I never 
knew a trouble yet as didn't somehow come of it, either 
because there was too little or else too much.~ We see 
~ow the other half lives" in the Vine household, the early 
Mutimer home, and in others of their class. In the de-
.e scriptions of the lodgings of Richard and Adela, Gissing 
voices his grievance against the kind of living quarters 
in which he spent many years. Though this novel lacks 
the typical hero and problem, it is typical in its aris-
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tocratic reaction to socialism. The fumbling failure of 
Richard 1 s proj ect expresses the author's life long di:b_trust 
of the people, as a factor in prO f:~ ress. Wyvern, the rector, 
voices Gis s ing's belief in. the hopelessness of trying to 
rebuild the working man or les s en the gulf between him and 
the aristocrat. 
In the beautiful idyl of Thyrza, we see the l ife of 
the poor and the homes of the poor as Gissing saw them 
through many 'Neary years,. Who can t e l. l how much of p er s onal 
suffering is writt en into those painful portra its of poverty -
blight ed lives'? B.oth Thyrza and Gilbert Grail are victims 
of the tragedy, so distinctly the writer 's own, of a na-
ture out of harmony with its enviroYJ.ment. The life of 
Sidney Kirkwood in The Nether World is tragi c for the s ame 
reason. In this book so rdidness a t i t:3 worst ; true pic-
tures of the relentless, awful disintegration of character 
und. e r the conditions created by dire poverty, give color t o 
the charge of morbid pessimism so often brought against 
Gissing. But the story is no t so much a pessimistic as a n 
hone st and profound study of low life from t h e point of 
-riew of an author who frankly de clare s , "I could never 
fee l myself at one with the na tive poor among whom I dwe lt, 
a nd for the simplest reason; I came to know them too well. 
·what they a t heart desi red was to me barren ; what I coveted 
viq.s to the~n forever incomprehen s ible." 
• 
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In The Emancipated the most interesting autobiograllh-
ical note is the love of Italy and classicism r evealed in 
the setting, the interests of the che .. racters, and the dis -
cuss i6ns of art and literature. A novel with an Italian 
setting was perhaps inev itable afte r that passion3.tely de-
sired pilgrimage afforded by t h e mild success of Demos. 
Characteristicall y, the classical Italian background is 
more s trongly felt than the modern. 
New Grub Stree t is unusually interesting in that it 
is based entirely on his own experience . There is here 
not only the close observation and reaction to poverty of 
the earlier novels, but Gissing himself disse cted before 
our eyes. Reardon, Alfred Yule, and. Biffin portr•:iY s o 
~11any :3. Spects of Gi ssing' s own literary life. In Biff in's 
literal realism and :Yule's painful, uninsp ired ha ckvror.k 
some of the author's problems and difficulties appear. 
But Reardon , a "genius baffled by unremune r a.tive toil and 
star"~red into despair , 11 is the very embo diment of his 
creator's own "fi erce aspirations and agony." Out of his 
own hard, brain-flogged hours of futile effort came those 
bitter pictures ,Jf Reardon, writing and d. estroying volume. 
after volu..rne, in ever-increasing despondency. Reardon has 
Gissing ' s relentless artistic conscience, and his scorn of 
debasing his art by the calcula ted commercializing of his 
talent in journalism. Reardon's temper is so thoroughly 
Gissing's that the description is worth quoting as au-
thentic autobiography: 
Reardon's intellectual tem.rJer was that 
of the student and the scholar, but strongly 
blended with a love of independence 'Nhi ch h 3.d 
alvrays made him think 1v i th distaste of a teach-
er's life. Undemocratic, he could not make 
acquaintances below his own intellectual level. 
Soli tud.e fostered a sens i tiveness which, to 
begin with, was extreme; lack of stated occu-
pation encouraged his natural t enden cy to dream 
and procrastinate and hope for the i~probable. 
He was a recluse in the midst of millions. 
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He speaks for hioself also when he says of Reardon that 
no native impulse urged him to writing. It was for each 
the line of l east resistance~ 
The eager discussions of Greek poets and metres in 
Biffin's evenings with Reardon reflect delightfully, 
pathetically, too, that deep devotion to old masters 
which made it impossible for Gissing to part with his 
most cherished books even in days of starvation. How 
poignant is the personal note in those scenes whe re 
Reardon, in anguish of spirit, selects the books he must 
exchange for daily bread! Food for the spirit sacri-
ficed to food for the body! How deeply Gi ssing kne·w the 
• 
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bitterness of that necessity! In passing , it is interest-
ing to note in connection with Biffin's novel of "absolute 
realism in the realm of the i gnobly decent" that l a t er, in 
'!/ill Warburton, Gissing was himself to write a story of 
g rocerdom. 
Other distinctly personal tl1reads in this richly a uto-
biographical book are 'N.helpdale's account of his American 
experiences, an almost verbatim transcript of Gissing's ovm 
life here; and the unhappy domestic life of Alfred Yule, 
whose marria ge to a woman socially his inferior par a l le l s 
our writer's second marital venture, though Mrs. Yule's 
ternper was far more amiable than Mrs. Gi ssing' s , if re:ports 
be true. The endless friction of intimate association be-
tween two people who do not speak the same language nor 
move in the same world is there, with all the harsh rea lity 
of biting knowledge. The warp of the whole story into 
which is woven so much of George Gissing is the old f amiliar 
tha~e, the curse of poverty - poverty that drives Biffin 
to suicide, Amy to heartless desertion, and Reardon to black 
despair. "Poverty is the root of all social ills. The poor 
man is a man l abo r ing in f e tters ." It is the constant bur-
den of these early novels • 
I ha.ve dealt thus in detail with the personal element 
in New Grub Street because it see~s to me one of the two 
books in which the reader comes closest to the a uthor. Let 
h im who would really l<:now Gi ssing · read ~.Grub .. treet 
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and The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft. The former re-
veals the writer and the difficult environmen t in vr:hi ch 
he wrought . Th e latter reveals not only the iNTi ter but 
the man in all the enduring chann of his maturity, after 
time had mellowed and ripened t he finest elements of his 
nature. 
While only inci dentally an outward biography, the 
Ryecrof t Paners compose a spiritua l biography of rare 
quality. There is much significant and. enlightening remi-
niscence of Grub Street days. But p ermeating a ll is some -
thing finer and more alluring than any ch ronicled recol-
lections c-~n ever be, the indefinable ess ence of a noble 
spirit tha. t has won through tuJJ"'IIloil to peace. "The first 
duty is self-di s ciplinet" we r ead; and again , "No man ever 
lived -.. vho was in every fibre more vehe::::~e ntly an indi vidu-
alist." "For me there have a l ways been t wo enti ti es -
myself and the world - andthe normal relation between these 
t wo has been hostile." He speaks of his longing for Italyt 
which, like Goethe's, often made him literally ill; of the 
"books more necessary to me than bodily nourishment." "I 
have always," he say s, "lived more in t he past than in the 
present." As one reads into this self-revealing little 
volume, one feels that what its writer says of the Poet is 
true of himself: "Above the world of sense, trodden by 
hi deb ound humanity, h e builds that wo rld of hLs o-vvn whe r eto 
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is summoned the unfettere9- spirit." 
'Born in Exile is the last of the fra nkly a nd l are e l y 
personal novels. It is very rich in Gissing's indivi dual 
qualities. It has the usual in~ecunious, intellectual hero, 
who, like his creator, feels himself an exile in the low envir-
on._rnent -~'There nature has placed him. Gissing has drawn upon 
his Owens life for details of Godwin Peak's school ca r eer. 
And in shaping the ruling motive of Peak's life, he reveals 
the exces s ively high estimate he placed upon those things 
he had longed for and never had - cultured surroundings, 
s ocial position, money sufficient for comfort and intellec-
tual freed om. 
Other snatches of self-history are found in the terri-
ble s to r y of Arthur Peachey'sdomestic life in In the Year 
of Jubilee. The second Mrs. Gissing may well have furnished 
the model for Ada, whose insane tantrums drove Arthur with 
his child to hissister's, only, like Gissing, to be coaxed 
back to the inferno by her whining pleas. In The Odd Women 
there is Widdowson, who declares, "Life has always been full 
of worrying problems for me. I can't take things in the 
simple way that comes natural to other men." The Whirlpool 
has an unparalleled picture of the adolescent Gissing in 
the guise of Harvey Rolfe. The story of Harvey's boyish 
d i spo s ition a nd background suggests much that lay behind 
those early blundering missteps which distort ed Gissing's 
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life. Harvey as a father is in much Gis s ing, too, if we 
e may accept Morley Roberts interpretation of his character. 
• 
The hero dear to Gissing's heart appears a gain i n Maurice 
Hilliard of Eve's Ransom, .and in Piers Otwav of The Crown 
of L~. By the Ionian Sea is the pure es s en ce of Gissing's 
classi cal devotions. So, too, is Veranilda,an historical 
romance written in loving tribute to the memory of Gibbon 
and that fascinating past era he had helped recreate f or one 
enthusiastic loveTof antiquity. Even the criti cal essays 
on Dickens have a personal note, in that they grew out of 
another life-long enthusiasm. 
This survey of the biographical element in the Gissing 
books makes no pretense to completenes B. It merely sug-
gests the- degree to which Gissing drew upon his inward and 
out·,.ard circumstances for the raw materials of hi s art. 
Few writers are more subjective, yet few subjective writers 
• 
are so free from an unpleasant emphas is ur;on the "I.ft And 
the rich vein of autobiography that runs like a chain from 
book to book, revealing itself in sundry phases, is one of 
the fascinations of read ing Gissing whole . 
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Part IV. The Themes of the Novels. 
So much has been said of Gissing's preoccupation with 
extreme poverty and frustrated lives that one is apt to 
overlook or be i gnorant of the real variety in hi s work. As 
a matter of fact, he is far from being confined t o t he one 
mj_lieu or the one theme most often associated with hi s name. 
The burden of poverty does, indeed, dominate t he first ;;.nd 
strongest period of n is work, fr om Workers in the Dawn 
(1880) t o .Born i n Exile (1892). But the two l a ter periods; 
Denzil Quarri er (1892) to The Whi.r _l pool (1897)_j and Human 
Odds and Ends: ( 1898) to The House of Cobwebs ( 1903~ have 
each a di s tinctly different flavor, and even the slum novels 
are diversified in theme and interests. 
The Unclassed (1884) and The Nether World (1889) are 
the two vrhi ch confine their activities most exclu sively, 
I.Je rhaps, to those dark, une-xplored regions of squalor and 
misery. Both novels picture social conditions among the 
lowest strata of London society. The Unclassed- the title 
is pure Gissing - are those who are misfits in the environ-
ment to which they have been born. Their i ntelle ctual a nd 
spiritual longings put them at odds with their surroundings; 
4' their poverty and lack of opportunity debar them from the 
class for which nature intended them. Here they are -
Osmond Waymark, Julian Casti, Ida Starr - three striving, 
aspiring souls, each hampered by inward limitations and 
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outward circumstance, The book is a medley of social theo-
ries, philosophical discussion, educational experiments, puri-
tanism,and clashing temperaments. The hardships of a tutor 
are rev ·~. aled when Osmond serves the terrible Tootles family. 
The miseries of unhappy marriage find vivid expression in 
the sufferings of Julian, timid, sensitive, artistic, at t he 
· hands of his vulgar, s elfish, jea lous wife. There is are-
markable picture of the deforming influence of religious 
fanaticism in the powerful delineation of the Enu.erby home 
with its strange, haunting air of mela ncholy, and the gloomy 
a s ceticisn1 to which Maud eventually succumbs. The pure flame 
of literary idealisms burns in the friendship of Osmond a nd 
Julian. The thread of social reform is introduced in connec-
tion with Woodstock's tenem e: nts. In unsparing detail are 
described the unsavory retraats of Jubilee Court and Litany 
Lane, which house the vicious, the degraded, the hopeless. 
But in this early book, Gissine relieves the sordid misery 
by a "happy ending." Julian goes to his death frustrated 
and unsatisfied. But Ida, rescued from the streets by her 
love for Osmond, saved from poverty by reconciliation with 
h er grandf~ther, becomes the agent for- lifting the veil from 
one dark corner of London when she persuades the brutal old 
man to make his tenements habitable. 
Despite this strong social note, the story is too dis-
jointed and diversified to have an insistent theme, and is 
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weakened by lack of centra lization of the interest. Yet it 
contains the germs of many themes late r developed by the au-
thor, and is very powerful in many passages. By permitting 
his leading characters to wrest happines s from an adve r se 
fate, Gissing fails to make the book a consistent exempli-
fication of the philosophy it profess es: 
Hope for nothing more than ultimate r es t; 
pant and yEarn and aspire , for so it is ordained 
you shall, but remember that the toil is vain, and 
the reward frustration. 
But this quotation from a book which does not illus-
trate it, might well stand as the key to the gloomi est of 
all annal s of the poor, The Nether World. Here is, indeed, 
exruuple after example of vain endeavor and frustrate hope. 
It is an unforgettable tale of the lowliest of lives . .Amid 
the sordid, the brutal, the vicious, the despairing, the 
apa thetic, stand the tragic and pathetic figures of t wo who 
¥earn and aspire - Jane Snowdon and Sidney Kirkwood. Jane 
becomes the victim of her grandfather's obsession for social 
r eform and class integrity, which denies her the advantages 
he might have given, and subj ects her to her father's ras-
cality. Sidney is crushed by hi s own sensitive ideal of 
honor, which tears him from Jane and leads him to sacrifice 
his li i 'e to the selfishness of Clara Hewett. Cla r a , too. 
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has aspirations, but such as serve only to h eighten Sidney's 
by contrast. These major tragedies are enacted against a 
background dark and shadowy with the tragedy of other live s -
the cruelty of the Peckover s , the misery of the Hewett fami-
ly, the abject wretchedness of Pennyloaf Candy and her peo-
ple. Here is an indictment of povert.:. convincing in its 
reality, magnificent in its portrayal of the ugliness of 
life. It is true and sincere and powerful, yet lacks some-
t h ing of intensi t- y and tragic force that might have been 
gained through concentr ation of t he interest on the main 
fi gure s . On the whole, however, the theme here is far more 
unified than in the earlier novel. 
Between t h ese two tales of dire poverty four other 
novels appeared. Two of them, Isabel Clarendon (1886) and 
A Life' s Morning (1888) I have been unable to read , owing 
to· the impossibility of procuring s ome of Gi s sing's books 
in America. Cr i tical comment on t hes e two (1ooks inakes me 
regret that I could not find the~, for Seccombe says of 
Isabel CJarendon that "No book i s ri C'..her in autobiography," 
and P. E. More calls A Life's Morning "one of the most 
passionate stories in Engli sh of love striving against de-
- graded as s·ociations." The other t wo books of this period, 
Demos {1886) andThyrza (1887) also present variations of 
the theme of poverty, but involve the upper middle cla s s as 
well as the very poor. 
-. 
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Demos is a study of socialism an~of unequal marriage . 
. As a po or young artisan, Richard Mutimer i s an honest and 
sincere socialistic leader. Accession to a fortune tra ns-
forms him into an insinc ere demag og seeking per s onal ag-
grand i zement. His elab orate s cheme for b ettering the lives 
of working men never becomes self-supporting , a n d g oe s t o 
pi e ces comp l e tely when Ad ela' s discovery of the will de-
prives him of his fortune a n d r e turns h i m t o the s tatus to 
wh ich h e was born. None of t h e s ocia lists in th~ s tory a c-
complish anythi ng vvo r th whi le . Gi ssihg ' s views appear to 
be reactiona ry. Here, as elsewhere, he manifests li t tle 
faith in demo s . With Wyvern as his mouthpiece, he sets 
forth the ho~elessness of trying to make ove r t he wo r k -
ingman. Prog re s s, he p roclaims, brings not increasing 
ha~pines s , but g rowing di s content. He deplores unive r sal 
e ducation as a source of :Unhappiness for those in whom it 
arouses intellectual needs tha t ca n never be satisfied. 
He see s no effectual way of social betterment save through 
the slow g rowth of huma n feeling and sympa thy. In the d is-
tressing marriag e of Adela and Richard, the story supports 
the view of a hopeles s gulf fixed between the worker and 
the a ristocrat. Not all of Adela's fine tact and s uperb 
loyalty ca n make a succe s s of her union with a man who 
"was not of her class, not of her world. To be her equa l 
thi s man must be born again." To the end he is coarse, 
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vulgar, vain, incapable of fine feeling. Money cannot 
change b irth and breeding. Neither wealth nor intellect 
can give the plebian the noble instincts and principle s of 
tae ar i stocrat. The two class es cannot mix intimately 
without detriment to the finer. Such is the philosophy of 
Demos. 
In this belief is found the reason, perhaps, for the 
clear-eyed, unsen timenta l reali sr.a of Gi ssing' s studies of 
Jne poor. He i s ab le to picture them as they are, without 
sentimenta l pity or exaggeration, because he realizes that, 
en mas se, their lives a r e the inevitab le result of innate 
characteristics which no out'Nard changes can affect. Char-
acter, heredity, instinct, and natural impul se are bedded 
in something deeper than outward circumstance. Hence, 
though acutely aware of deplorable conditions, Gis s i ng Q.oes 
no~offend the reader with sugar-coated reme die s , being t oo 
conscious of their absurd inaccequacy. He has none of the 
reformer's fire. His probing and observant mind sees no 
easy road to Utopia for those whose horizons are bounded 
by physi ca l needs. Yet that from this we lter of humanity 
the individual often standsapart, hostile, superior, a t 
4t war with destiny, he al s o sees, and it is often this indi-
vidual who becomes his l eading fi gure , for this is the type 
which intrigues him most. As he remark s in the person of 
Ryecroft: 
Nothing is more rooted in my mind than 
the vast distinction between the indivuc1.ua l 
and t he class. Take a man by himself a nd there 
is genera lly some reason to b e found in him, 
some dispo si tion f or g ood; ma ss him with his 
fellows in the social orga nism and ten to one 
he becomes a blatant creature, w·ithout a 
tl1ought of hi s own, r eady for any evil to 
which contag ion prompts him. 
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This distrust of the masses saves him from the gushing sen-
timt nta lity of most writ ers on social problems. It gives 
that peculia r clear-cut sharpness to the ba ckgrounds against 
which he places tho s e powerfully dravm indi v i clua ls Yrho 
struggle up fr om t h e mass. 
Demos descends to the level of popular fiction in th e 
me lodr ama tic machinery of its p lot, and its happy ending 
wh ich gives Adela, after Richard's death, to the lover of 
her youth. No such chdrge can be brought against Thyrza, 
a tale of poignant beauty rare in Gissing - rare, indeed, 
in any author. The theme is again tempe ramen "t a t Yrar Y'i i th 
environment, combine d with a beautiful thread of passion- · 
~ ate s ister-love, and a mild thread of sociali sm . As in 
I 'emos, the plot t urns upon social differences. '!'hy_rz.a , the 
flower of Lambeth Walk, a child of the people endowed by 
nature with the capacities and refined instincts of a lad.y, 
·-
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finds her passionate, eager longings and imaginings cry-
stallized in her love for Walt E: r Egremont. When the social 
obstacles betwyen them prove insurmountable, Th~ r:z.a c~ro ops , 
like a flower, and die s . But Gilbert Grail, v;hose life is 
r.o less than Thyrza' s the tragedy of lack of accord vii th 
hi:;::~nvironment, lives on vdth his broken dreams and deso-
late hopes. For a moment, he h c.-J.d. h e l d to his heart th e 
bllss of a promised life vii th Thyrza, a life of congeni&. l 
wo rk among books he loved. The dream passed, and he ac-
cepted the bitterness of his f a te; 
.After all, he was among the happier of men, for 
he could look back upon a f ew days of gr ea t joy 
e..r.td_ forv~ .. ard Vfi thou.t ignoble B~nxietJr. . . ~ ...... . 
Few things in life turn out as we deoire; to 
hc.,. ve done one' fo best v>i th a good intenti on is 
much to look back upon - very fev; have more. 
The philosophy of pessimism? No , the philosophy, rather, 
of resignation. And how many thinking people reach ma-
turity without learning something of the truth herein set 
forth'? 
Inwoven with the s e personal tragedies are the con-
• tra :::. ted schemes for eocial betterment of Egremont and. 
Dalrna.ine, brutally selfish politician. Walter's purely 
al truistic plans for uplifting the vvorker through lecture::,, 
reading-rooms, free libraries, come to worse than nothing. 
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Dalmaine's factory laws, pa s s ed simpl y to procure himself 
votes, prove of rea.l benefit to the peo:ple in whom he has 
no jot of real interest. Not without irony is the situa-
tion c_epicted. The rich, complex backgr ound of mul tiplied 
figures offers vivid pictures of lower clas s life in t e rms 
of t r u th c:md pathos, often beauty, and with le::;s that i s 
sordid and repellant than in The Unclass'ed or The Nether 
World. The upper class homes of the Nev1combes and Mrs. 
Orno nd are less successfully presented. Here Gis s ing was 
treading unfamiliar ground. 
The Emancipated (1890) represents a complete depar-
ture from the theme which had s o far occupied Gi~:; sing, and 
is not only less pov,; erful but also less interesting than 
its predecessors. Ostensibly a study in intellEctual free-
doms, the theme of emancipation from convention and t r·a d i-
tion pales in interes t beside the unhappy marriage of Gecily 
Doran and Reuben Elgar. The penetrating and startling 
analysis of two original and finely conceived charc:.cters is 
the best thing in the book. The Italia n ba.ckground is 
rather sketchy. Though Miriam wins . freedom from her Puri-
tan narrowness, the revolt from the "domestic ' point of 
vie¥.r 11 is, on the whole, surrJr i singly timi d a nd vague for 
a vrri ter of Gi ssing 's independence of thought. The theo-
ries of the s e emancipated ones seem to fail in practice. 
Gissing is not sure of his material in writing of the 
wealthy leisured and intellectual, t o whom aJone he bel i eves 
mental freedom is possible, <.=md The Ernancj..J!a te d is the weak -
est boo~ in this first period. 
New Grub Street (1891 ) which I ha v e a lread: di s cussed 
as a ut ob iography, has been called by Svvi nnerton "the b est 
picture of m~ddle-class literary life i n English, well-
balanced and sane." It i s valuab le as a "movi ng r evela tion 
of the condi tions of life." Its theme is t he contra s t, 
aga inst the f amiliar drop- curtain of ind igence, of the un-
successful, conscientious author v-v-i th the shrewd , ambiti ous 
j ourna list t o wh om literature is not a passion but merely 
a living. With sure a nd delicate mastery are detail ed the 
d.omest ic affairs of the Yules, the Reardons, and t be Mil-
vains. Par ticular l y powerful is the study of the effects 
of poverty and ambiti on on the differ ent literary tempera -
ments . Nowhere else has Gis s ing' s arraigninent of poverty 
so personal a tone as here, where it ruins hopes, embitters 
lives , shatters domestic happiness , crushes ambit ion, 
kills love, and degrades and disintegrates chara cter. The 
story has a consistent unity and singlene s ~ of purpose 
v.hi ch make it to many Gissing ' s most convincing novel. 
Born in Exi l e (1892) marks the end of Gissing's fir s t 
manner. It is a book of tremendous intel lectual p owe r, 
vri th a theme which is too vveak for the serious weight of 
the story. Godwin Peak ' s ambition to marry a l ady , anci 
• 
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so establish himself in the social class to which he feels 
intellectually and sp iritua l l y affili a t ed s eems to u s trivial 
and snobbish. We find it, moreover, hard to believe that 
one of his undoubted tal ent should find it impos s ibl e to se-
cure entree to the society he cr<:~v ed . The book d isp lays 
naively the undue emphas is its write r put, ur;on cO cic-.1 s tand-
ing and t h e mere externals of refinement. Godwi n' s ambi-
tion is defea ted, for Sidwell lacks the courag e to break 
the f ami l y tradition and marry him, .and h e dies, as he has 
li vee}, an exile. His l o t h as been l a rgely cast among the 
poor whom he despises for their "consisten t love of ever:;' -
th ing ignob le, deadne ss to s enerou ::;. impul s e , hat i t of low 
I!lO ckery." Though th1.1s marred by ineufficient motivation, 
the stor y i s strong in charc, cteri zation of its main fig-
ure;:;, a nd i n fearl e s :2 disp:Jzy of mental vig or. The fact 
that the minor characters are stereotyped and belo\v Gis-
sing's usual standard helps focus the attention more 
steadily on the remarkc..bl e pe:rnmali ty of Godwin. 
In a letter to Mrs. Harrison in 1884, Gissing had 
written: 
The conditions of my life are pre-
posterous. There is only one cons olation , 
that, if I live, I shall have material for 
darker and stronger work than any our time 
has seen. If I can hold out till I have 
written some three or four books~ I shall, at 
all events, have the satisfaction of knowing 
that I have left something too individual in 
tone to be neglfcted. 
By the end of 1892 it is abundantly evident that t h is pur-
pose had been accomplished . Had he written only Thyrza, 
The Nether World, New Grub St r ee t, and Born in Exile, his 
place would have been s ecure by virtue of a quality too new 
and unique to b e negligible. These are dark and powerful 
novels, written with a deep understanding of the human 
heart. In each the moving force is the will to live - the 
struggle of t he individual against misery. v.rant, and ad-
verse circumstance. Gissing has crystal lized thi s thought 
in the following from The Nether Wo rld: 
The energy, the ingenuity daily put forth 
in these grimy burrows task the .brain 1 s power 
of wondering. But that those who sit here 
through the livelong day, through every s eason, 
through all the years of the life that is grant-
ed to them, who strain their eyesight, who over-
tax their mu s cl es , who nurse disease in their 
frames, who put resolutely from them the thought 
of what existence might be- that the se do it 
all vri thout prospect or hope of reward., save the 
permission to eat and sleep and bring into the 
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world other creatures to strive with them for 
bread, surely that thought i c yet more marvel-
lous. 
Each of these tales comFels attent1on by its appa.lling 
truthfulness and stern mora lity, its sense of pe r sonal 
responsibility coexisting with determini sm. They are 
written straight from the author'::;, h eart c~ nd. exptri ence, 
with a forcible earnestne s s and orieina lity that demand 
r Ec ognition. 
There is less of direct power and more of subtle 
irony in the books of the second period. Th ey are 
slighter in theme. Sex, marriage, s ociety SU.fplant that 
grim battle of human life aga inst ne ce ss ity. Gissing in 
this period seems to have b een influenced somewhat un-
wh ol esomely by the French and Rus s ian novelists. Indeed , 
in the temper of his mind there is much that draws him to 
the Russian intellectual, with his. scorn of materialism, 
his idealism, his doctrine of unattainability. The 
foreign i nfluence toned do wn that grave intensity which 
individualized the earlier books. Gissing 's middle class 
real ism lacks some note of bigness and vitality heard in 
the realism of the slums. Yet three noteworthy books be-
long to this group, two of them, .The Whirlpool (18Si?) and 
In the Year of Jub ilee (1894 ) p erhaps the most generally 
' 
known of his novels. 
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Denzil Q.uarri er (189 2 ) is cer t a inly markedly inferior 
to its predecessors. It iB an unJ!ltasant tale of a 
treacherou s friend who drive s t he h e r oine to suicide. It 
has a political background involving a number of conven-
tionalized coun t r y types. It brings up the ma r ri <:::.ge prob-
lem in the union of Lillian Allen, who h&s somewher e a 
criminal husband with whom she has never lived , and Denzil . 
Hi~ knowledge of their secret enables Glazzard to wreck 
Denzil's promising career, and terrify Lillian into se lf-
destruction. Women's rights ard championed by the ubiqui-
tous Mrs. Wade. Bu. t none of thes e threads e.re carried to 
any defini ~~ e conclusion, and the characteri zation i s feeble, 
for Gissing. I think of it as the b ook of terrible narnes : 
Denzil ~uarrier, Eustace Glazzard, Scatchard Vialls, Mumbray , 
Liversedg e - rather an overwhelming array of harsh appella-
tions f or one slender tale! 
Tne Odd Women (1893) returns to the early level of ex-
cellence in execu tion and. cha racter-drawing. The theme is 
the problem of the surplus women who, deprived of t he hope 
of marriage, must find means of self-support. The helple ss , 
destitute misery of those unf i tted for this task i s well 
illus tra ted by the plight of Alice and Virginia Madden . 
Monida Madden's ill-suited match furni she s a painfully 
real example of marital unhappine ss. The boo~ pleads 
powerfully for intelligence and truth in marriage,and for 
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such educa tion for women as will make them capa1J le, inde-
pendent, self-respecting, and self -disci r lined. Pboda Nunn, 
t h e finest and strongest chara cter in the story, supports her 
vigorous belief in feminine independence by refusing mar-
riage t o continue her mission of train~ng girls for self-
support. 
In the Year of Jubilee (1894) has no such clearly de-
fine d theme. It is chiefly a study of marriage as diverse 
temperaments react t o it. Lionel Tarrant's chafing at the 
bond of his forced mar riage, Nancy's frantic efforts to con- · 
cea l h e r wedding a nd maternity during their long separation, 
in order to inherit her f a ther' s money, their eventual 
acl(nowledgement of the union, their exr eriment at living in 
separate establishment s , and their final settling down to 
the r outine of ordinary rrarried life together, occupy mos t 
of the book. The minor characters , particularly the atro-
cious French sisters, supply a wealth of supplementar~; ma-
teric.l for the study of sex relations. The book seems to 
mar k in Gis:::ing a growing change from a belief in individual 
freedom to love of a peaceful home and the domestic virtues -
a feeling even more pronounced in The V.~irlpool(l897). 
This book pictures the whirlpool of upper middle cla ss 
society, where lives are tossed thither and yon, and happi-
ness is lost in the quest of pleasure, po s ition , money, f ame -
vrhatever idol one pursues. The basic theme is still the 
• 
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marriage relation, and money again moves to the front a s an 
ir:1portant factor in cont entment. Of the various couples in 
the story, only the Mortons are really happy. They live 
outside the whirlpoo],., in the beautiful peace of the country, 
where the sweetness anci sincerity of Mrs. :Morton's motherly 
spirit creates a true home. The author lingers lovingly over 
the chann of this fine, h ealthy, normal family life, throw-
ing into sharp c ontras t with it the restless discontent of 
wh irlpool menages. There a re the Carnabys, who find happi-
ness eluding them despite social and financial success; the 
Leach girls working their fath er to death to keep up the 
pace; the :pathetic affair of Cecil and Henrietta vrhose live s 
are ruined by poverty and pretentious living; and, predomi-
nantly, the Rolfes, whos e unsuccessft<l marriage is detailed 
with exactness, int imate veracity , and :penetrating psyc.hologi-
cal analysis. It is a subtle and fascinating study of a man 
old enough to long for a quiet home, joined to a shallow, 
selfish, restless girl whose avid desire for admiration lures 
her into the dangerous vortex. Alma goes down under the 
whirling eddies of intrigue, deceit, va nity, hatred. Extra-
ordinary is the revelation of the vices fostered by a false 
and artificial society. Self-adoring art, sham religion, 
neglect of children , misd irected education are p owerfully 
satirized. There is, too ., a keen analysis of the responsi-
bilities of parenthood , with illuminating commE::nts on war, 
culture, educational pro~ss. Harvey Rolfe and Henry Rye-
croft have many things in common. 
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Betw·een these t wo important novels, Gissing publi ohed 
three short books in one y ear, 18':7 5. Of these Eve's Ransom 
i s the most interesting. It. is a slender bu t intri g·uing t a le, 
amazingly and improbably romantic in l 'lot, perfectly reali :::: -
tic in exe cution, background, and characterizati on. Its 
theme, if it may be said to have one, must be the fickle-
ness of woman, With delicate irony, we are made aware of mas-
cvline contem1; t for and susceptibili t;y to feminine charm . 
The bewitching Eve :M:adeley has a horror of poverty, due to 
h er youthful hardships. Maurice Hilliard, a rather typical 
poor, rebellious Gissing hero, saves h er from a profitless 
liason, ~nd wins her promise to marry him, after he has 
given\her a nd her friend Patty a Pari s holi day . But Eve 
jilts him, after all, for his ·weal thy friend Narramore, v,-ho 
is quite unconscious of stealing his friend's fiancee. The 
attraction of the story li e s in the exquisite portrayal of 
the elusive Eve, a complex pe rsonality, full of amazing con-
tradictions, alluring, incomprehensible. 
The admirer of Gissing is glad to note in the l a st 
t) period of his work a spirit of peace after turmoil, a sane, 
contented outlook, very different from the bitter rebellion 
of his great creative period. For unfortum:;,tely, the serene 
and steady vision of his maturity came after his greatest 
creative power was spent. Yet the books most characteristic 
of the Gi ss ing one wi f'hes to remember are here, books writ-
ten in a spirit of love, for the sheer joy of the work, 
books in which the real man sp eaks of the devotions that 
burned with a clear flame through all the vicissitudes of his 
sad and tragic life. These are, of course, the various vol-
umes of essays. 
Two collections of short stories, Human Odds &. nd Ends 
(1898) and The House of Cobwebs (1906); two short novels, 
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The Town Traveller (1898) and Our Friend the Charlatan (1901), 
which the critics pronounce inferior- I have not read them; 
and two pleasant and readable, though not highly distinctive 
novels, The Crown of Life (1899) and Will Warburton {1905), 
make up, with Veranilda (1904), the tale of fiction for this 
final period. 
Veranilda, an historical romance of the sixth cent:ury, 
wa-s purely a labor of love, ·wrought vri th scrupulous perfe c-
tion of finish as a tribute to Gibbon and the classics. Deal-
ing as it does with a practically unknown period, it shows 
Gissing's fine scholarship and historical imagination in its 
ease and historic accuracy. Prepared by the critics for 
dulness in this tale, left unfinished by its author's death, 
I was surprised to find myself reading it with real interest. 
The plot is good, and the life of a former age is as success-
fully revita li zed as in the average novel of the t yp e. Gis-
sing's short stories are sketches rather than stories in the 
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Poe sens e of the term. T'ney have what Seccomb e calls a 
"backward reach," reflecting a s they do the t hemes and charac-
teristic qualiti es of the earli er novels, With little plot 
intere s t, a s a rul e , t hey hold the r ea der by subtle , gentl~y 
satirica l character ana l ys is, sugge s tiveness in ch oice of 
subj e ct matter, and suave, dex t e r ous , graceful s t y l e . 
The Crown of Life r eaches ba ck for its h ero, Pi er s Ot-
way , to the early impecuni ou s , asp iring y oung intellectual. 
He i s the i dea li s t, with a ristocrat i c leanings, a nd di s -
t as t e for commercialism and ·war, fo r cing hi s way up agains t 
a dverse b irth a nd enviroP~€ nt to a po s ition con~anding r e -
spe c t . Th e story r evolves on hi s love for Irene Denvent , 
v.rh om h e finally wins. Aga in the theme of marriag e is to the 
fore, marriage v er su s love, for love is t he crown of life: 
Marriage is a pra cti ca l concern of mankind 
at large; love is a p ersonal experience of the 
very f ew . The average male or female i s nev er 
i n l ove . They are incapable of it • .... Love in 
t h e high sense between man and woman i s of a ll 
t h ings mo s t rare. 
These, with a satirica l distinction between love and 11 dome s -
41t ti c a ff ection," are the tenet s of the tale. Disreputable 
a nd intriguing relatives mak e a shadowy bc.ckground fo r the 
main cha i a cters. Though the s t or y i s less vigo rous t han 
the earlier ones, it is p ronounce d i n exp r ess i ng Gis s ing 's 
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conten::pt for t he a rrogant, unfeeling young Bri ti:::,her who is 
a "high-bred bull dog endowed with spee ch," scorn of British 
4t imp eriali sm , loa t h ing for commercialism, and horror of war. 
• 
Will Warburton i s a more slender, rather witty t a le, 
relating ~ill' s adventures as a grocer, after his partner's 
vveakness had wrecked their busines s . The aristocratic d i s -
t as te f or commerce, especially in the l o'Vv-l y form of g r ocer-
i e s, is strongly felt. The theme , rather ironically develop ed, 
is thi s: 
No matter how pure the mot ive, a man cannot 
devote his days to squee z ing out pecuniar~ p rof-
its v: i thout some moral detriment. 
Wi ll i s , on the vvhole, a genial and O. eli gh tful crea tion. One 
enjoy s meeting him. It i s a f a r cry fr om the mock-he roic 
spirit in which he accepts hi s poverty and sets squa rely to 
wo rk to remedy matters to the unabl e rebelli on of the earlier 
heroes. Deft lightness of toucb , aloofness from pas s ion , 
and pleasant satire characteri z e the book. 
This survey of Gissing's fiction indicates a r a ther 
;;\ide s cope , his themes covering not onl y the curse of p ove r-
ty and the s t ruggle of the individual against hi s environ-
ment, but also marriage , sex, social p roblems, in terrelati on 
of t h e classes , education, t he position of women. In truth , 
t hough Gissing refused to be "time l y ," and though his inde-
pendent spirit would not ca ter t o :popular taste, most of the 
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currents of t he times flow through his novel' s , g iving them 
value as social history of th e mwe r a nd middle classes. 
·- .. --
. .\ 
Walnut Tree Walk, Lambeth 
· In Gissing's Nov<;!, "Thyrza" 
• 
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Part V. The Backg r ounds of t he Novels. 
The casual reader who associates Gissing's name with 
poverty and g loom no doubt t h ink fj of him as writing a l ways 
of gr i my London s lums. It is true that only t wo of his 
twenty-two novels have a setting ou ts ide of London, and one 
of these r eturns from Ita l y Lo London. But hi s London s et-
tings a re as varied as the g rea t city itse lf, and inter-
spersed vvi th rura l g limpses often of grea t charm . Gissing 1 s 
tra ined and supple prose lends itself well to deb crirtion. 
In t he ear l y novels the ba ckground is, for the most 
part, depressing . We are in the r eg ion of the shabby , the 
negl e cted , the obs cure . We prob e t he unfamiliar life be-
neath t~1e noisy, care le ss surface, and meet coldness, hos -
tility, des.pondency on every hand . Sodc: en , brutal crea-
tures , "human cattle of the herd that f ee d and breed ," hard 
l andlad ie s , f orlorn childre n crowd about u s . "I t is the 
essent i a l loneliness of the unattached peop l e in London 
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that Gi ssing emphasizes ." His chief characters are tempera-
mentally unfitted to make friends 1v i th the avera ge and sub -
a verage :peolJle their lot falls among. "The street:; of London 
are terrible to one vrho i s both l one ly and unhappy; the in-
diff erence of their hard ee;otism becomes fierce hostility ." 
Thi s i s the relationshi p that exists between such people 
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as Wa:ymark , Peak, Pi ers Ohvay , Gi l bert Grail, Edwin _Reard on, 
and t hei r env irorunent . 
In sharp , graphic strok es , Isline; t on, J.Ja'llbeth, Camber-
we ll, Hax t on, come t o life before our eyes - r egions of "b l edr-
eyed houses , d i m burrows of the se:m.i-htman. " One is always 
c onscious~ in such p icture E> as the f cJllowing , of the rel ::, tion 
.Jf t he unfortunate human to hi s surrounding s: 
At this corner the east wind blew -vv i th 
r.1ali ce such as it never put s forth sav e whe re 
the re a r e poorly clad pe op l e to be pi erced ; it 
SYvept 1Jef or e i t thin clouds of un savory d.ust , 
ra. i ng l ed vli th the night r efuse of the ;:.:tr c: e ts. 
Above the shapeless hous e-s ni gh t was s i gnalling 
a murky approach. The sky gave three. tening of 
s l Eet, pe rchance of snow. On every s i d e was the 
rllinble of traffic, voiceful evid ence of toil and 
of poverty. 
Gray and deso l a te are these scenes , but vivid with a compel-
ling truthfulness . We are being g uided through quarters 
where the only spot of brightness i s the umJho l esome g l 8.re 
af the public houoe , or the babbling chaos of ma r ke t-night , 
• . "the sole out-of- door amusement f or which Lond on working 
people show a ny real capacity ," so colorfully a nd odorously 
r e called in Thyrza . The following picture of Roxton i s 
t:r:p ica l of the mi li eu of which Gi ss i ng made himself so con-
·-
summate a master in the "ep ic of poverty": 
On the south i s Roxton, a region of mal-
odorous market streets, of factories, timber 
yards , gri my wa re houses , of alleys swa rming 
with small trades and crafts , of filthy courts 
and passage s l ead ing into pestilential g loom; 
every-where toil in it s most degrading forms; 
the thorot~ghfares t hunde ring with high-laden 
Viagons , the pavements trodden o:y 'NO r k irl[S fo l k 
of t he coarses t t y1)e , the corners and lurking 
holes shovving destitution a t its highes t. Wal k -
inr_; northward , the explorer finds hh1self in 
freer air, in a dis trict of dwe lling houses 
only; the roads seem abando ned t o milla.__nen , 
ca.ts' meat vendors, and costermongers. Here 
will be found streets in which every wi ndo·w has 
its ca r d adver tising lodgings; others cla im a 
hi gh er r espectq.bility , the houses retreating 
behind patches of garden:-ground. The chang e is 
fr an undisguised struggle for sub sistence to 
mean and spirit-b roken l ei sure; hither retreat 
the b etter paid of the great slave army when 
th ey a re fr ee to ea t and sleep. To walk about 
a neighborhood such as this is the dreari es t 





h eart i s crushed by unifonni t y of d e c en t sq ua l or; 
one remembers that ea ch of the r_;e dead :f,':.ced 
hous e s , of t en each separa t e b l ind window , rep-
resents a "home ," and t he as socia ti ons of the 
word whi s:per b la:t:.k de s pair. 
I have quo ted at l ength for the accura c ~ of deta i l and 
cha r a cte ristic a t mosph er e . It i s the k i nd of scen e which 
ha ;.:: subj e: cted Gis lS ine; to the crit i c i sm of seeing to o soiLJ.bre·-
l~r and drab l y. But I protest that hi s v i ew po int i s the one 
natural a nd normal to any one b orn i n t o more f :n tma te s ur-
rounding s , Who of us would not v i ew s uch a ne i ghborho od 
with the same sense of its utte r squalo r and deg radatio n , the 
s ame va st c ompass ion for t hose who:n fate hc:~d c ondemn ed to 
i ts perpetual ugliness and gloom? I f Gissing t akes t oo 
little acc ount of t he c ompensa ti on;:; life off e r s t he l :Y\i'e r 
ord e r s , it i s not thc;, t he i s unaware of their apa the tic con-
tentmen t with the i r lot, bu t that he i s so · intole rably con-
scious of t he fact t hat hu."Uan be ings ough t not t o be c on -
t ent t o l ive like this, or to ac c ep t such degrada tio n with 
dumb indifference. Humanity bruta l ized. t o the l'o i nt of 
sa tisfac tion with the lif e o f the shuns i s a more t err ible 
t h ing t han hLt.':lani ty conscious of it s d egradation a nd st!'ug -
gl ing against it. "At no stage in its s true;g l e is a human 
mind c ontemp tib le ," Gissing once wrote, "for as long as it 
~ strugg l e it a s s erts its native nobility, its i~he rent 
principle of life ." His is the cry of 1v~arkham -
Is this t he thing the Lord Gocl made and gave 
To have dominion over sea and land? 
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Long familiarity never l essened Gissing's s ense of the aw-
f ulness of humanity "plunde r ed , p rofaned , and disinherited." 
This gave him povfer to create t hose appalling and memorable 
scenes of the dark p laces his pitying vision penetrated so 
deeply. Tney cling vividly t o t he memo r y - dens of vice 
and filth unutterable in.'le ... bi t e d 1)y sucl.1 as Slimy and Mrs. 
Candy; homes of the abject and miser a b l y poor like the 
Hewetts and Ermna Vine ; homes of decent poverty lightened by 
aff e ction, the ]!utimers, the Trent eisters , t he Grails; 
lodg ings (ever Gissing's aversion) of a ll deg rees of barren 
blankness and semi-comfort, occup ied by the lone and 
struggling, like Biffin, Reardon, Waymark, Peak, Warburton , 
t h e 'Ma dden s isters, and others of the rank~ of soli tude. 
Va rious scenes from the novel B ris e cl early before 
th e mind as one surveys them in memo r y . Gis s ing's set-
ting s can often b e felt, tasted, heard, and smelled, as 
well as seen, when he v1ri tes of the alleys and pavements 
of Lambeth and Camberwell. This is true of the "Little 
• Shop 'Ni th the Big Heart, 11 frequente d by t11e gay TDtty Nan-
carrow. It is true also of sundry mob scenes , wh ich Gis-
sing handles with particular skill, as in the superb de -
lineation of t he holi day crovrd at the Crystal Palace wh ere 
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Bob Hewett and Pennyloa f celebrate t he i r wedding , and the 
magnificient p icture of the Jubilee merrymakers in In t h e 
Year of Jubil ee . In both scenes the i mpres s ion of s eeth-
inG, r e s tless hu."!lanity, of the h eat, the color, the 
shrill , mocking gaiety, the multivoiced uproar is mar-
ve lous l y comple t e . The socia list mob a t whos e hands 
Richard Hu time r mee t s his death is no le ss perfectly por· -
tray ed . 
But Gissing ' s setting s a re not all forbidding or de -
p r e s sing. Though h is life was city bound f or many years, 
though he loved intensely the teeming welter of Lo ndon 
vYh i ch both fascinci!. ted and repelled, his books show a g row-
ing sense of the loveliness of ext erna l nature . There is 
some t h ing of a sense of see ing nature through books in the 
early novels, where there is l itt le natural de s cription , 
t hough an oc casional fine g limps e app ears , as in thi s bi t 
from Y-~e Unclassed: 
Seas of molten go l d , strands and promontories 
of jasper a nd amethyst , -illimitable mountain 
ranges, ci ties of unima gined splendor, a ll vre re 
t here in t hat extent of evening sky. 
4t Another skyscape from Thyrza is lovely, and le s s bookish: 
A rioting east wind fell upon the murky 
vapors of t he lower sky , broke up the l eaguer of 
r a in and darkness, and through one spring-
he ralding day drove silver fleece over deeps 
of cl ear , cold b lue . 
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We knov1 from Austin Harr i son that GisBing was a g rea t ram-
bler, that he rej oi ced in l ong walk s through. the hil l s and 
lake count r y , revelling "with boyi sh zes t" in na ture. 
"Every fern and wild flower stirred :him t o rapture." So 
we find the intense g l oom of The Nether Vlorld lie;htened by 
g limp ses of Essex. The Sues ex downs appear in Thyrzel. a nd 
who can f or ge t ~~yrza's first impressions of t he sea? Demos 
contains lovely vignettes of the tranqui l coun ~ ry villages 
of th~nidlands . Somer set and t he sweet Devon country lend 
beauty to the da rk strife of Bo r n in Exi l e . 
From 1890, after the first trip to Ita l y , and af t e r 
the gradua l improvement i n his ci r cumstances free d him from 
bondag e to city pavements, a new attitude i s discerni bl e~ 
Th e London settings chane.;e to the more pro sperou s suburb s -
Ch elsea , Pinner, Harrow- with g limpses of op en space in 
the ComrJ.on, park, and Thames EmbaiLlanent. Thes e back- ... 
g r ounds a r e treated with impersonal, satirica l lightness , 
and there is no return to the trenchant bi tterness that 
- e tched with grim fi de lity "the shapes of poverty-ea ten 
nouses a nd g rimy workshops huddling in the obscurity" save 
i n New Grub Street and The Odd Women. Nature p ictures be -
co:ne mor e c olorful after the mag ic of Italy ha d war med his 
• 
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blood. yet Gissing seems always t o h a ve preferred the gen-
tle aspects of na ture. and it is a subdued and tranquil 
beauty that he loves to dwe ll u9on . Th ere is little of 
g low and f ervor even in the exqui s ite Nap les suns e t of 
Th e Emanc i na ted. In f a ct, the Italian backgr ound is less 
fully reali zed than one migh t expec t. Classic Ita l y he l d 
Gi ss ing with ~ po·wer modern Italy could never rival. 
But from this period one i s increasingly consc i ous of 
the spell of England's beauty in his page s . In the Year 
of Jubil ee is notable for fine descriptions of DevonJ The 
Odd Women for a sense of t he loveliness of the lake coun-
try. In The Crown of Life we feel the London fogs, but iHe 
see much, too, of the beauty of York shire,Surrey, and Kent. 
The following scene from chapter nine is typical of Gis-
sing's power of recreating a n English hamlet in a few lim-
pid sentences, as well as illustrative of his new sense of 
communa l integrity: 
At the head of Wensleydale, where rolling 
moor grows mountainous toward the marches of 
Yorkshire and Westmoreland, stands the little 
market town named Hawes. One winding street 
of houses and shops ) g rey, ha r d-featured , s tout 
?,gainst the weather; with little by-ways climb-
ing to the height above, on which rise s the rug-
• 
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ged church, ste rn even in sunsh ine; its tower, 
like a stronghold, looking out upon the broo c-J.-
ing - :p l a ce of stonns. Like its inhabitants , the 
place is harsh of asp e ct, warm at h eart; scorn-
ful of graces , its hones t solidity speaks the 
people that built it for the ir home. This way 
and that go f or th t he v-1-e ll-ke:pt r oads, l ead ine 
t o other towns; their sharp t~acks shitie over 
the dark mo orland , climb ing by wind- swep t h am-
l e ts, by many a lonely farm; dipping into sud-
den hollows, · where streams b e come cs.scaO.es , anc;_ 
guiding the ~ayfar ers by hich , r ocky pas ses 
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from dale to dale. A count ry always impressive 
by the s erene beauty of its outlines; some times 
sp eaking to the he.:.;.rt in r ad iant stillness , its 
moments of repo E;e; mirthful sometimes, inspir-
ing joyous life, with the gleams of its vast 
sky, the sweet, keen breath of its heaths and 
pastures; but for the most part shadowed, mel-
anchol:r, an austere nurs e of the striving spirit 
of man, with menace in its mountain-rack, in the 
r ushing voice of its winds and torrents . 
The most exquisite passages in The \1hirlpool are 
those that speak of the loveliness of Wales, and 




ton home. Will Warburton contains delightful evidence of 
the author •·s pleasure in the ·pea ce of Engli sh villages and 
gardens. Contrast t f.1e spirit of t he following picture from 
a story in The House of Cobwebs with the description of 
Roxton quoted earlier in the essay, or with almost any 
scene cho5en at random in t he early novels , and the soften-
ing, kindl y influence of prosperity on our hi 5t or ian of 
the poor become s instantly apparent: 
It was one of those pretty, clean, fra sh-
coloured suburbs only to be found in the wes t; 
a few dainty little shops, every t h ing about 
them bright and g listening , sca tt e r ed among 
pleasant little houses v1i th gardens e.t e rnally 
g reen and all but perennially in b loom; every 
v ista ending in foli age, and in one direction 
a far glimpse of the Ca t hed. r a l to·we rs, send -
ing forth their music to fall dreamily upon 
these quiet roads. The neighborhood s eemed 
to brea the a tranquil pro sp erity . Re d-checked 
emissaries of butcher, baker, and grocer, 
order-boo~ in hand , knocke d cheerily a t kit-
chen doors, and went sm·i.ling away ...... The 
church of the pa rish, an imposing edifice dated 
only a few yea rs ago, had c om t its noble founde r 
a sum of money Vihich any church-going parishoner 
-• 
would h a.ve named to you with proper awe. 
In the description of Wensleydale just above this there is 
still a very defini te suggestion of the stern note sounded 
in the first period novas. No shadow of austerity in man 
or nature dims , even momentarily, the shining brightness of 
this present picture. There is an air of simple neighborli-
ness about it, of homely every-dayness, that is its charm . 
It is a new Gissing who speaks to u s here , a Gis s ing awak-
ened to a new he aven and a new earth through contemplation 
of the eternal mystery of nature 's changeful circle. The 
book that reveals most fully Gissing's deep and permanent 
appreciation of nature, is, of course, The Ryecroft Papers. 
The sense of nature's lure and mystery perrn.ea t e s the little 
v •Jlu_;_ne like the first fragrance of spring. There is the 
poet's j oy in the beneficence of the great earth- mother, 
the poet's fine feeling for the unending grace and sweet-
ness and gentle beauty of his natural surroundings. 
But even in the-se later yea rs one sett ing still re-
tained power to disturb his s erenity of spirit. It was 
that of the manufacturing tovm with its belching smoke-
stacks and murky air, symb ol of the industriali sm he 
loathed and feared. We find bitter allusions to it even 
in Ryecroft, and fr equently in t he novels , ·where h e em-
phasizes ignoble trade s and evinces hatred of t he cormner-
cia l battle. This vivi d bit of Birmingham from Eve's 
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Ransom i s typical: 
• 
Buildings nea r a t hand , rude masses of gr imy 
brick, s t ood out against a g rey confused back-
ground; among them ro se a turret which vomited 
crimson fl ame. This fi erc e i nf e rnal g l a re seeme d 
to lack the irradiating quality of earthly f i res ; 
with hard, though fluctua ting outline, it l eapt 
t owards the kindred. night, a nd diffused. a blotchy 
darkness . 
His bitter hostility to cornmerce i s ev i denc e of hi s ine r r a di -
cable love of peace. 
Camb~t:well Close 
• In Giu.lng'• Novel, "The Nether _World'" 
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Part VI. The Characters. 
No one can r ead Gi s s ing even sup erficially vJ i thout be -
coming aware of a rema.r~-<:abl e abili t y to a na l y ze and po rtray 
certe, in types of char~ cte r. It L::. a gift which, coupled wi t h 
h i s unerrine; judgment in ana lys i s of . e:l s itua ti on , lends d is-
tinc t ion to hi s nov e l s . They are almost inva ri ab l y ri ch in 
characterization, .and it i s remarkable that among the large 
numbers of people who move through his pages there are so 
few conventionalized figures, so many strong and striking in-
dividuals. In portraying people of the wealthy upper clas-
ses, Gissing had no conspicuous success, for he had scant 
knowledge of them, and .his imagina.t .i ve gift was not great 
enough to transcend the b ounds of h is exp erience and ob-
servation except in rare instances. In his own field, how-
e·ver, among the people he really knew, and in de lineation 
of the ideali zed women he would like to have known, he is 
unsurpassed. 
In his own estimate of th~ value of his character-work, 
Gissing's subjectivity is curiously evinced: 
My books deal with people of many social 
strata; there are the vile working class, the 
aspiring and capable working class, the vile 
lower-middle class, the aspiring and capable 
lower-middle class, and a few representatives 
of the upper-middle class •..•• But what I de-
sire to insist upon is this, that the most 
characteristic, the most important part of my 
work i s that which deals with a class of young 
men, distinctive of our time - well-educated, 
fairly bred, but without money ......•• These 
fellows are the very reverse of commonplace; 
most of them are martyred by the fact of pos-
sessing uncommon endo\v.ments. 
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His ins~st~nce up on the importance of this, his typical hero, 
who so closely reflects his own pers onality and situation, is 
but one more evidence of the strength of resentment with 
which h e contemplated his lot. But I find myself disa greeing 
with him as to the predominant interest of his mas c uline por-
traits. Neither can I accept Swinnerton's view that his 
book E are studies of abnormal temperament, hence artistically 
less valuable than t.hey otherwis.e would be. His leading 
characters are entirely normal, though distinctly, as he 
claims, not COmL10nplace. To me, however, his women are finer 
and more memorable than his men. It is in portraits of women 
that . Gis s ing achieves his greateat success. 
The impecunious young intellectuals whom Gissing loves 
chiefly to create betray too clearly, perhaps, t.heir common 
origin. They are much alike in chara cter, though differing 
in temperament. They are all brooding egoists, unstable in 
purpose and will power, deficient in moral courage and self-
confidence, rebellious but passive, saved from baseness by 
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aspirations, . and struggling futilely in the gri1) of temp-
erament, heredity, and environment. They are all rebe ls 
aga inst false religion and morality, sensitive, jealous, 
solitary, unable to adjust themse lves to life. Sometimes 
morbi dly sub.j to ct to fata lism and pessimlSJJ)., they are es-
sentially idealists, with an incurab le belief in the eventu-
al rightness of life. They have the 11pathetic t r easur e of 
the poor and unkindly entreated, unquenchable hope." Like 
th eir creator, they are the victims of moo cts, and ex ternal 
circumstance, easily elevated to rapture, or dashed to 
black despair. And Gissing is right, I think, in regard-
ing them as representative of an "age of intell ectual a s -
piration as a substitute for religion." 
But despite their similarities, thes e men c.. re unmis-
takably individuals. They are far more than mere shadows 
and replicas of each other. They are as alike as children 
in the same family - and as different. Each is consistent 
VIi th himself and w,i th his heredity, to which his tra1 ts are 
some time s tra ced, as in the cas e of Peak and Reardon. Cir-
cumstances, appearance, and temperament, individualize each. 
Individuality is often emphasized by contrasting two charac-
ters of t .he same type in one book, as with Waymark and 
Casti in The Unclassed, Biffin, Reardon, and Alfred Yule in 
New Grub Street. W'no could confuse the inimitable Biffin 
with his ha1')1ess friend , or with the crusty and em-
bittered hack writer? Yet they 
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have much in common. In Godwin Peak we have a m~gnificent 
full-length portrait of a man who · unites Gissine;'s ideals 
of love of culture for its ovm sake, and of woman as its 
incarnation. Gilbert Grail and Si.dney Kirkwood are fine 
exampl es of the aspiring type born to a life of lowly 
toil, and presented with a fidelity to f s.ct of which few 
authors are capable. T'ney are two of the very best of 
Gissing's masculine creations. Harvey Rolfe is another 
penetrating study of a similar t yp e grown older, less 
intell ectual, but equally introspective and speculative. 
Piers Otway is the last hero of this order. Egremont 
shares their intellectual restlessness, but his wealth 
places him in a different class. He is a paler figure, 
reflecting someti~ing of the Meredith manner so apparent 
in the drawing of Hubert Eldon and Lionel Tarrant. Gis-
sing could not bring to these upp er-class studies that 
profound psychological insight into the workings of 
their minds which distinguishes and vitalizes the char-
acters refl ecting himself. 
There are other interesting and well drawn men of 
various sorts. Richard Mutimer is a finely realized 
study of an aspiring socialistic working man, whose 
character disintegrates under the influence of wealth. 
Reuben Elgar, intellectual philanderer and moral bank-
rupt; ~Arry Jl{u timer, incorrigible; Jasper Mil vain, 
11ard-hea~~d, selfish, successful journalist; Widdowson, 
Monica Madden's jealous husband; the rascally Otway 
brothers; John Hewett, soured. by life; Bop Hewett, gen-
eral good-for-nothing; Felix Dymes and Luckworth Crewe, 
who believe in themselves; the boring Barmbys; and the 
pleasantly ironical Will Warburton are all vividly 
characterized. There are rare and fine old men like 
Grandfather Boddy, Grandfa ther Snowdon, and Jerome Ot-
way; "beefy insensates," like Hugh Carnaby and Denzil 
Q,uarrier; the pompous politician like Dalmain~; the bul-
lying workman like Bo-wers; the narrow, dogma tic, or hy-
pocritical 9hurchman like Chilvers and Vialls, whose 
physical portrait is strange anough to deserve quoting: 
He was thin, yet flabby, had a stoop 
in the shoulders and walked without notice-
ably bending his knees. The crown of his 
head went to a peak; he had eyes like a fer~ 
ret's; his speech was in a high nasal drawl. 
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It is inevitable that among the multitude of figures 
with which Gissing works some should be conventional. His 
characters are legion. Sometimes leading characters as 
well as minor ones become types. But his gift for revealing 
personality in a vivid phrase se r ves him well in handling 
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the hosts that he assembles in his pages. Man_y sub.ordinate 
figures cling to the memory with surprising tenacity. It 
is in picturing "villians" like Redgravc, Ro dman, and Mel-
lowdew that he is least successful. They are the most pup-
pet like of his men. 
Fine as many of Gissing's men are, they are surpassed 
by his women. He has marvelous and subtle skill, not only 
in picturing women, but in analyzing their influence up on 
men. His women, too, ar e more clearly differentiated 
than his men, though plainly his fav urite type is the 
woman of almost i deal goodness. Their personalities emerge 
in unmistakable outline from the mas s ed detail :o. of a story, 
and their shap ing influence u~ on the course of events is 
always manifest. 
One cannot escape their spell. Ida Starr in The 
Unclassed is a fascinating creature who comes unsullied 
in mind and spirit from a life of degradation. If she 
be over-ideali zed, she does not seem so. strong in charac-
ter and keen in intellect, she has the ca pacity, rare in 
such women, of dedicating herself passionately to love. 
And she does it convincingly. Only Thyrza Trent, of 
Gissing's other heroines, loves with such passionate 
abandonment, and Thyrza is utterly different - fragile, 
ethereal, a pale, sweet flower, all tO:J easily crushed in 
this unseeing world. Ida feeds her hea~hunger on ser-
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vice to others; Thyrza finds nothing to save her from star-
vation. She is the most delicately lovely of Gis s ing's 
women - one hard to matcil in any novel.ist. There is a touch 
of Dickens in her, but she is drawn vvi th a restraint and 
truthfulness of which Dickens was incapable. Hand in hand 
with Thyrza walks her sister Lydia, all goodness and loy-
alty and homely common. sense. The story of the love be-
tween these sisters is poignant.l y beautiful, the most ex-
quisite thing to be found in Gi s s ing ' .s novels. J a ne Snow-
don is another "belle\rleur" of the slums, not quite so 
deeply imagined as Thyrza, a possible .shade too f&ntly, 
yet on the whole convincing and infinitely pathetic in 
her quiet self-repression and sacrifice. Jane's fate is 
more tragic than Tnyrza's, but she does not touch our 
hearts so deeply, for the severe restraint with which she 
is ciepicted makes her less vitally alive. 
Among the superlatively good women who· are not en-
tirely convincing are Maud Enderby, whom a harsh asceti-
cism lures from the intere s ts of life; Annabel Newthorpe, 
so beautifully described in the sentence, "Her step 
measured itself to the grave music of a mind which knew 
the influence of mountain solitude," who, nevertheless, 
leaves the r Lader cold; Adela Waltham, to me one of the 
palest of Gissing's heroines, though Mr. Arnold Bennett 
makes the rather startling statement that 




a story of one woman. Adela Mutimer - a girl of 
race ma rried to an artisan - monopo lises more and 
more the reader's anxiety, until the quet>tion of 
her happiness or mi s ery dwarf s all else. Ac.ela is 
Mr. Gissing's finest and lovelie s t creat ion. 
Ade la' s loya lty to the husband she ca nnot love i s magnifi-
cently portrayed, but there i s something slightly irrita-
ting about Adela's laboriously-insisted-upon l!lprightness. 
She r emi nds one, ever so faintly, of El s ie Dinsmore ! One 
wonaers, after reading Mr. Bennett's eulogy, if he has 
made the acquaintance of Thyrza, or Sidwe ll Viarricombe, 
or Cecily Doran. 
Here are t wo girls of high b irth a nd breeding far 
more finely imagined and vivid l y realized t han the hero ine 
of the earlier novel, in whi ch Gissing was feeling h i s vvay 
with a tyr>e he could not create from exp erience. · The ca l m 
and gracious beauty of Si dwe ll i s felt no more powerfully 
t han the integrity of her character or the force of her 
mind. With fine art, Gi ss ing makes her sacrifice to fa~l­
ly pride inevitab l e. From the moment of the great love 
s c ene vv i th Peak, in which b oth s tand. so clearly se lf-re-
vealed , we know that it must be. Sidwe ll, with her heri-
tage and her environment, could be no different. Cecily 
has a ·wayward charm which sa ves her from the suspicion 




has intensified her individual traits. She is delightful. 
Moreover, she has strength of character v1hich enables her 
to endure suffering and disL .. lusionm.ent with · fo1·ti t1.-~de , 
and courage to re shape her life, v;recked in its beginning. 
Mar-ion Yule belongs, too, among these vmmen of fine char-
acter. Hers is a complex nature, truthfully portrayed. Hers 
is the tragedy of circumstance - love betrayed, hard O.u-
ti es cheerfully performed , constant sacrifice quietly ac-
cepted. Irene Derwent is another good cha rming girl with 
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positive a nd orig inal Qualities, but not so strongly felt 
as :=one of the others. Yet her per sona lity, t .nrough its 
effect on Piers, successfully dominates The Crovm of Lif~. 
Rhoda Nunn ;_ s a quite different t~. pe f1·om any of thes~, 
but of no le~ s sterling chara cter. She is the brusque, 
independent, mo dern woman, a r ad ical and fearless think-
er, an aggr essive l eader, yet warm-hearted, noble, ad-
mirable, and huma nly real. 
If there is any truth in the trite saying that a 
good woman is dull and uninteresting in fiction, then 
it speaks highly for Gis s ing's power of chara cter-iza Lion 
that these :pure and idealized. women engage so completely 
the reader's sympathies. They are a remarkable company, 
one which any novelist might be :proud to have create d. . 
In some respects, they are the counter-parts of Tenny-
son's lovely women. There is a :poetic touch in their 
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con ception. There is in them the same high pride of woman-
hood , the srune rare combina tion of lovel i ne ss and purity. 
Thy rza is Elaine moderni z ed and sub dued to p rose rhyt:rmu:,. 
Enid reappea rs in Adela and Cecily. Gi ssing has given to 
English prose a group of portraits hard l y le ss dist inctive 
than those of the great poet, y et, by reason of their time 
and p lace, more lif e-like. That they are s o good, yet 
withal so vitally human, s o diffe r ent, so at tractive, gives 
evidence of the writer's unusual skill a nd insight in deal-
ing with the feminine. The woman who is at once exquisitely 
pure and intensely human is said to be the most difficult 
to realize in fiction, and this Gis s ing ha s done, n ot once, 
but again and again. 
It i s not surp~ising, then , that he should. be able to 
handle successfully women who have faults as well as vir-
tues. There is Eve Madeley, a bewilderingly contradi ctory 
personage , at once good and bad, and always alluring. Amy 
Reardon is a powerful study of a selfish, heartless, soul-
less woman, who has no redeeming qualities. Her col d 
beauty drives Reardon and Biffin to destruction, but one 
feels that in Jasper Milvain she finds a suitable ma tch . 
They deserve nothing better than each other. Sybil Carna-
by in The Whirlpool is the icy per,fection of soullessness:, 
a magnificent marble statue; :Mrs . Strangeways is a well-
characterized malicious, unscrupulous intrigant; but the 
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interest centers, of course, in Alma Rolfe, pretty, shallow, vain, 
-~ a weak and empty vessel, tossed about by all the currents 
set in motion by stronger minds. There is consmmuate 
skill in the analysis of the relations of Alma and Hd rvey, 
as well as in the trac2ng of the various influences that 
slovtly destroy Alma's character. It is an unpleasant but 
penetrative study. 
Among minor women characters are many vivid. per ~onali­
ties. In satirizing sham education, Gissing produces the 
a ffected Denyer girls, the deranged grind, Jessica Morgun, 
and the pretentious and disgusting French sisters, who 
are more colorful than the rather commonplace heroine of 
In the Year of jubilee, Nancy Lord. Clara Hewe t t, proud 
and rebellious, is a sharply defined individual in the 
same book which contains the ever-memorable Clem Peckover, 
epitome of ferocious cruelty, and the pathetic f igure of 
Penhyloaf Candy, drab victim of environment. For studies 
in genre, three stand out as supreme creations. They are 
the petty and mi~erable Harriet Smales, Vl.rhose shrill, evil, 
nagging jealousy is faithfully portrayed, in its deadly 
effects upon Julian; old :M:rs. Mutimer, who could never 
adjust herself to wealth; and Virginia Madden, whose sod-
den disintegration through secret drinking is wonderfully 
detailed.. Portraits, these, drawn by a master hand. 
Gi s sing's clever knack of 11 shaking up a character in a 
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few words" appears in the description of Mrs. Otway , who 
. nsat u s ing her fingers and her tongue with steady dili-
gence." In like vein, he sets forth another character in 
tl. e sentence, "She could follow nothing but the very maca-
dam of conversation - had no palate for anything but the 
suet-pudding of talk." 
But to multiply examples were profitless. To know 
Gissing 's p.eople one must read him and find them worth 
knowing. His most serious defect is a frequent failure 
to realize his chara~ter s emotionally as well as he r ea-
lizes them intellectually. For this reason, finely and 
sea rchingly analyzed as they are, they do not always reach 
our feelings. And this partially explains why Gissing 
will never be popular. His only signal and constant 
failure in presenting people, however, is _in describing 
children. Nowhere does he create a real flesh and blood 
child. The Reardon baby is the merest pup~ et, and Hughie 
Rolfe, about whom so much of the story revolves, ha s no 
semblance of reality. Child psychology seems to have 
been a clos ed book to this man who s e vision probed so 
deeply the secrets of adult minds and hearts, and de-
picted them with such admirable subtlety, restraint, 
fidelity, and deep human reality. 
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Part VII. The Non-Fiction. 
One cannot really know Gissing without knowing the 
books that he wrote not for a living but for his own 
pleasure. His Charles Dickens, By the Ionian Sea, and 
Private Paper·s of Henry Rye croft are a simple and direct 
revelation of the beautiful spirit of the man, and of his 
art in the fine flo -vver of its perfection. Gissing 1 s me.s-
tery of one of the finest prose styles of his period, com-
bined with his rare and appreciative insight, his friend-
liness, and fr eedom from any trace of literary envy, 
equipped him for eminent work as a critic and es sayist . 
His devotion to Dickens vvas life-long. The, very 
qualities he himself lacked drew him to the great master. 
He 'i:vrote from the inside of the very people of vrhom Dickens 
wrote from the outsi de ; and while Dickens, through his 
gift of humor, ha.s · immortalized the London poor for multi-
I) lied thousands of reaclers, Gissir:g ' s audience will al-
ways be small a nd se lect. Almost without humor in his 
ov.-n v: ork , Gissing shov.rs a comp lete appreciation of that 
great quality in Dickens, s ubtly analyzes its power, and 
ably explains and def ends Dickens' habitual exaggeration . 
Be c ::;.use he is strong v:h ere Dickens is weak, and weak >:~here 
Dickens is strong; beca us e fr om the popul a r viewpo int Gis-
sing is pra ctically a failure, and Dickens a p erennial 
success , thi s ::: tudy of the great wr it e r is an interesting 
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r eve l at ion not only of Dickens and his times , b ut a l so of 
Gissing ' s subtle unders t anding of the novelist ' s a rt. 
Th a t Gissing understood perf ectly what i s required of the 
r:.ove list t here can be no question. :But he clea,rly recog -
ni z es t he f B.ct tha t such genius as Di ckens ' r i ght l y tran-
Ecencls a l l rul e s , that Di ckens jus tified hims e lf by h i s 
achi evemen t , and tha t, wh a t ever his kna;:r l edge of hi s art , 
no r1ri t er ca n es ca pe the limita ti ons of hi s persone~li ty 
and environment. "There is no t in Engl i sh ," vrri t es Temp l e 
Scott , " a mo r e fu l filli ng estima t e of the writings of 
Di ckens t han Gi ss ing ' s critica l study of him, whi ch i s e,t 
once fi ne l y judi cious and delicately appre ci a tive. I t 
i s a. l so vrri tten ·:·ri t h gracious d i s tin c tio n , as b efit ted 
the man of l e tters for wh om t he art of 1:vr i ting was a l mo s t 
an ac t of v~or ship ." With this e s timate eve ry thoue;htful 
reade r mu st su r e l y agree. I n hi s various wnrks on Dickens 
vre h ave the fi nes t body of Di ckens critici sm t h a t h as yet 
b een written. I t i s i ntere s ting r ead i ng , too , for Gis-
s ing 1 s ref j_ n ed , suave , and supp l e p ro se i s an i n s t runent 
perf e ct l y adap t ed to t he uses of h i s rare critica l ab ility. 
To thi s same eff ortles s control of l a. nguage is due 
:::. ome measure of the cha r m of the lit t l e v o lume of Ita lia n 
rarab lings and of the Ryecrof t Papers . Some , but f ar fr om 
a ll. :By the Ionia n Sea carrie s u s into ou t of t he way 
corners of Ita l y , freshly observed and charming l y describe d 
• 
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by our guide. Put what disti:nguishe ~ i t i s the liLht 
irom classic a ges that illumincltes. every place and every 
experience. It is singularly happy evidence of that 
pure passion for antiquity Yvhich was on co of the deepest 
e lements in Gissing's character. 4'The sensuous and emo-
tional sides of his experience are blended with the most 
subtle artis try in this short volmne of impressions, un-
surpassable in it s kind,fl says Seccombe. The book over-
flovYs with the writ e r 1 s cessical enthusiams: 
Every man has his intellectual cl es ire; 
mine is to esc~pe life as I know it and dream 
myself into that old y,iol·l d ·y,;h i ch vras t h e 
imagina tive de lic;ht of my ·boyhood .... • The 
'.Vo rld. of the Gre eks and Romans is my l a nd of 
roma nc e ; a quo tation in e ithe r l anguas;e 
t~1rills m~ s trange l y . 
It i s the tru e Gissing 1vho is speaking, t o v.-h ose eyes 
I Li. l y h a.d a glory indisc ernible t o. t he majority of human-
ki nd. It is because Gissinc; enables us to shar e vri th 
hi~ no t only the exquisite afterglow of the southe rn 
sun se t ; the fi sherman's lJoa t cr eep i ng duslci l y a lon.?,; t h e 
rocks, it s nsp l ash of Od. T' S soft- souric. ing in the still-
ness 1 
II but a l so thc-.. t "scent of rosemary '1Nafted a c ro s s 
the ages f rom a vani shed worl d ," that the lit t le b ook , 
vlith i t s pensive mlection and its rich clas sici sm , en-
• 
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de e.rs i tse lf to our hearts oeyonc_ moE:>t vol umes of t :ravel. 
To me, however, The Private Papers of Henry P,.yecrof_t 
is the finest expression of all that is best in Gissing. 
It is a book of inexplicable and inexpressible charm. 
Swinnerton anc oL~ e r s are inclined to dispa rage it as 
"intellectually undistinguished, 11 a. s manifesting 11 less 
brain, less insight, less endeav ur 11 than his best novels. 
And some unspiritual reviewer, happil;;.:- a n,Jnymous, in the 
Nation of June 11, 1903, condemns it flatly as merely a 
11 naive revelation of abysmal selfishness." The entire 
review is so pa tently unfair and narrow t hat one wonders 
at finding it published in any s elf-respecting pape r. 
But one wonders s till 1110re how any presumably intelligent 
person caul ~ r ead so blindly, so unfeelingly , as to be 
impervious to the real cha rm and sweetness of the essays. 
That they display, as Mr. Swinnerton holds, less sheer 
brain power than the best novels in no way de tra cts from 
their delightful :flavor . Of course more severe labor 
went into the production of the novels . It is exactly 
that sense of effortlessness>of work that ceases to be 
work beca'J_se of the j oy to the vwrk er, that create s pa rt 
of t.he charm~ The little book extends to us t h e rare 
privilege of sitting down to conve1se quietly a nd pleas -
antly with a man whom age has mellovred and ripened in 
wisdom, whose outlook i s serene, wholesome, cheerf ul, 
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who looks back without complaint upon d isa.ppointaen t s and 
diff iculti es , a nd acknowl ~ dges freely &nd hon~st ly that 
within himself lay the germ of h i s tragic inability t.o 
adjust hims elf to the demc:, nd~ of life . He speaks to u s of 
his books, his joy in na ture, his lite r ary devotions, his 
beliefs, hi s enthusiasms , his i dea li sms. He puts into 
memorable wo rds hi s rev er a nce for Shakespeare, a nd his 
love for his na tive land. He is candid, modest, sincere . 
.And his manner is so easy, so honest, so transparently 
clear and. d irect and beautiful, so mc~g ical, so poetic, 
that we long f or nothing so much as mor e of t h is conver-
sation. Undistinguished? Yes, perhaps. I am unable to 
judge, for no book of reflective essays I ha ve ever read 
has held me witl~ a deeper fascina tion. 
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Part VIII. Artistic Def ects anQ Excell ences . 
Gissing himself would have b een the first to acknow-
ledge, no doubt, tha t he lacked some t..h ing essentia.l to a 
successful novelist. The primary r Lason the public re-
fused to read him was distas te for the unrelieved ugliness 
of h i s subjects. We do not like unpl easant truths in our 
fiction unle ss t h ey a re heavily sugar-coated with violent 
sentimentality, and Gissing r efused to be .s t.n timental or 
visiona ry. With dogged persistence, he pictured the poor , 
not as they saw themselves, not as Dickens saw them, but 
as he saw them with the sharp, unde ce ived c lear nes s of 
eyes that missed nothing of their wretc11ednes s and brutal 
degradation. It was a point of view quite new in English 
literature, and one from the pitiless, unsparing truth of 
which the reading public shra nk un comfortab ly. Such a 
candid presentation of poverty was disturbing~ Were peo-
ple really like this? It wa s too distressing to contem-
plate such misery. They shrugged, and returned to the 
soothing t a les of those who live happily ey er after. And 
so the uncompromis ing ch ronicl er of Roxton and Islington 
f ai l ed , from the first, to gain a hearing. 
Obviously, however, his continued f a ilure to win 
readers points to some more fundamental defects than un-
fortunate choi ce of subject matter. What t h ose def ects 
are, even t h ose wh o really enjoy his novels and admire his 
fine craftsmanship, as do I, can r ead i ly see. First of 
all, Gissing is not a born story teller. His stories do 
. 
not tell themselves with that smooth ease which quite 
conceals the machinery. Gis s ing worked l a borious ly, and 
the reader is sometimes conscious of the d iscomfort and 
eff ort of the author. The groans and creakings of in ... 
sufficiently oiled nuts and bol t s dis ~ract a ttention f rom 
the progress of the tale. Then again, some of thenovels 
are episodic and the transitions are not a L .a y s skillful. 
An over-preponderance of c onversation mars our s ens e of 
the pas s age of time, and, especially in the long philo-
sophie discussions of the ea rly nove ls, tends to dul · ness, 
for Gi ss ing never succeede d in writing brillia nt and witty 
dialogue. An even more serious defect is his frequent 
failure to centralize the interest. Often, as in The 
Nether World, he emphasizes his theme by multiplying ex-
amples of the s ame kind of misery. Here, among a dozen 
"wistful tragedies," no one rises paramount, and so the 
effectiveness of a single clear-cut impression at the end 
is lost. Thus, the book just misses an effect of ove r-
whelming tragedy. This lack of concentration is a common 
.fl · fault in these books where many thread s are interwoven 
upon a truly Victorian breadth of ca nvas, and one clos ely 
connected with a certain slowness of movement, an ab-
sence of lightnes s and grace occasionally noticeable. 
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One great quality which fi gures largely in the p opu-
larity of a book - a sense of dramatic values - Gi ss ing 
entirely lacked. He dev oted him s elf to the anc.. l ys1s of 
character and motive, overlooking the often sup erb drama-
tic possibilitie s of his material. Plot he despised, a na 
fre quen t l y made no effort to contrive a good one. His 
lack of the saving grace of humor was an unfortunate handi-
cap , as was his pronentss to exagg erate the impor tanc e of 
material comfort, a nd to dwell on pain and sadne ss . His 
int ense subj ecti vi t y a nd remotenes s from conunon present-
day life mad e it imp oss ible for him to envisage compl e tely 
any chara cter or experience wholly different from his own. 
All life outside his immediate range l1e sav; at second hand, 
as an onlooker, through the medium of books, saw with the 
eyes of the scho lar to whom nature has denied the gift of 
understanding fellowsh ip with the common people. Thus he 
s ometimes describes and explains Yrhers he should make us 
feel, and let us s e e for ourse lve s . This is the great 
secret of his inability to appeal to the mul titude, who 
mus t be reached through the emotions or not at all. SJ7ll-
pathy for the people of whom he wrote Gissing certai nly 
had, but it was an aloof, impersonal, intelle ctual com-
passion rather than that outflowing brotherly love which 
reaches down into the hearts of men. The most super-
ficial writer who arouses an emotional respons e in his 
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readers wiLl command a hearing for which the finest and 
most subtle intellectualist may long in vain. 
Gissing's nature and circums tances narrowed his vision. 
He f alls j ust short of being a supremely great novel is t in 
that he did not possess the gift of a transcendental quali~ 
t y , an unwavering knowledge of life , a complet e: emotional 
understanding, and the highest imaginative power. Hi s own 
definitions of art illuminate his f a ilure. "Art," he 
writes, "should be the mouthpiece of misery, for misery is 
the keynote of modern life." This theory no one, surely , 
has illustrated better_; but few peopJe would be willing to 
accept this as a satisfactory statement of the function 
of art. Later, in The Byecroft Papers, we find the more 
comprehensive view that "Art should be an expres s ion, 
satisfying and abiding, of the ze s t of life. 11 It i s just 
this "zest of life 11 that Gissing was unabl e to impart io 
his novels, for h e never perfectly understood the joie de 
vivre himself, and that i s , perhaps, the one quality which 
has t he widest appeal in a wor ld whe r e the average r eader 
s eeks in fiction a n escape from the drabness of everyday 
life. 
It will be readily evident from the foregoing tha t 
Gissing's literary virtues are largely intelle ctual. In-
de ed , one may well marvel, upon cons idering the severe 
handicap of his temperament and situation, not that his 
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novels show defects, but tha t they maintain, on the whole, 
so hie;h a level of excellence. The Folletts cha r a cteriz e 
him, not inaptly, as "a passiona te archaeologis t , a cool 
and l a ngui d novelist." Certainly his h eart we;" s never so 
wholly in his novels a s 2n those dreams of Greece and Ita l y 
which cast t he radiance of roma nce over the world in which 
he moved apart, for ever unable to make himself at one with 
the currents of life flo vring ceaselessly about .him. A man 
w.ho is cons titutionally cut off f rom the community of or-
dinary intere s ts, whose touchs tone of values is in the 
past, is but po orly fitte d for transcribing ordinary life 
in colors f amiliar to the ordina ry man. Tha t Gis s ing so 
nearly succeeded is due first of all to his s tern a rtis-
tic conscience. No more thorough, more careful, more 
pains t aking writer ever lived. "There was no time, 11 de-
clares Mor ley Roberts, "when he was not compelled by his 
nature to do his best." If genius is nine-tenths a capaci-
ty for hard work, Giss ing was most literally a g ~ nius. He 
gave the best that was in him to his writing ; he l abored. 
with the infinite pains of wh ich only the true artist. is 
capable. As a result, he developed a prose style unsur-
pass ed by that of any of h is contemporaries. It is beau-
tiful, rhythmical, limpid, plastic. At times it ris e s to 
passionate eloquence, as in the prophecy of Mad Jack in 
The Nether World: 
"Don't l augh ! Don't any of you laugh ; 
for as sure as I live , it was an angel stood 
in the room and spoke to me. There was a 
light s uch as none of you ever sa"l:v , and the 
angel stood in the midst of it. And he said 
to me: "Listen, while I reveal to you the 
truth, that you may know where you are and 
what you are ... . .... You are passing through a 
state of puni shment. You, and all the poor 
among whom you live; all those who are in 
suffe r ing of body and da rkness of mind were 
once rich people, with every blessing the 
world can bestow, with everyopportuni ty of 
happiness in yourselves, and of making 
o thers happy. Because you made an ill use 
of your wealth, because you wera selfish and 
hard-hearted anu oppres s ive , and sinful in 
every kind of indulgence, therefore, a~ter 
death, you received the reward of your wick-
edness . This life you are now leading is 
that of the damned; this place to which you 
are confined is hell! There is no escape 
for you. From po or you shall become poorer; 
the older you grow the lower shall you sirik 
in want and misery; at the end there is 
wai ting fo r you, one and all, a death in aba n-
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donment and despair .. .. .................. 'u 
Above the noise of the crowd ros e a 
shrill, wild voice, chanting: 
"Xll ye works of the Lord bless ye the 
Lord; praise Him and magnify Him forever!" 
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We have here a style distinguished by felicity of 
phrasing , loving exactitude in the choice of words, per-
fect harmo~ of ~~ought and expression. It has simplicity, 
ease, grace, f lexibility, sincerity. Gissing's is that 
perf ection of art which seems artless, carefully finished, 
polished, but unstudied in ef fect. He will never want 
for admirers among whose who love refined, luminous, 
delicately-wrought prose. He wrote with terseness and 
preci s ion, notable restraint and subtlety, often, not 
always, with compelling beauty. It is in description 
that the best qualities of his style mo s t consi s tently 
app ear . . Few modern prose-writers can equal the cadence, 
the vivid, y e t sombre beauty, the impassioned poetry, 
the imaginat i ve l!ower of the following passage from 
Thyrza: 
Do you know that music of the obscure 
ways to ·which children da nce? To hear it 
aright you must stand in the darkness of a 
bystreet and for the moment be at one with 
those who dwell around in the blear-eyed h ous es, 
in the dim burrows of poverty , in the unma pped 
haunts of the semi-human. Then you will know 
the significa nce of that vulgar clang ing of 
melo dy~ a pathos of wh ich you did not dream will 
t ouch you, and therein t he secre t of h idden Lon-
don will be half revea led. The life of men who 
toil without hope, yet with the hunger of an un-
shaped de s ire; of women in whom the sweetnes s 
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of their sex is peri sh ing under l abor and misery; 
the laugh, the song of the girl who s t rive s to 
enj oy per year or t wo of youthful vigor, knowing 
the darkness of t h e year s to come; the ca reless 
defiance of the youth who feel s his blood, and. 
rev olts against the lot which would t ame it; 
all that is purely human in .the s e darkened mul-
titudes speaks to you as you listen. It i s the 
half-conscious striving of a nature which knows 
not what it would attain, vvhich def orms a true 
t h ought by gross expression, which clutches at 
the beautiful and soils it with foul h~nds •... 
This is our 11 sedulous and seductive" artist at his 
best - at a point, which , in truth, he himself not often 
rea ched , yet t h e general l evel of h is prose excellence 
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places him amorg the first writ ers of his age in mastery of 
his ins trument. ·where his ea rlier books have a cr isp, epi-
grammatic vigor, his later novels show an increasing power 
of satire. Even when his creative force was diminishing, 
his sty le maintained its strength. Some of his poorest 
novels are technica. lly admirable, and contain superb pas-
sages. The meditative vein of his mature wo rk supplies 
much of the distinctive ironica l flavor. For all .i:lis ex-
tensive reading , hi s intimat e knowl c. dge, no t only of the 
grea. t Eng lish and classic vJriters but also of the sonorous 
seventeenth century prose masters and many half forgotten 
authors vrhom he loved, and who must have influenced him, 
Gissing ' s sane and b _:;, lanced stJ le is finely original and 
entirely modern. 
In a ddition to their distinguished prose, Gis s ing's 
novels have other qualities calcul a ted to endear them to 
the literary, though they remain "caviare to the general." 
After his first rather crude experiments , a rap i dly 
developed sense of proportion enabled him to handle with 
capable control the many threads woven into the fabric 
of his stories. The Unclassed is a d isjoi'nted and badly 
a.ssembled novel. :But Demos, t wo years later, i s care-
fully coordinated, its various threads wel.ded into an 
harmonious whole with a skill which increased vvi th prac-
tice. Thi s power of correlation i s not equally evident 
in all the novels, a nd I have already spoken of certain 
defects of structure. Bvt, for the most part, Gissing's 
novels ar e we ll-·shaped, and firmly knit. Such a novel 
as New Grub Street, a vi r ile book in wh ich all of his 
literary virtues are manifest, illustrates his con-
structive ability at its best. 
Gissing had, to o , an extraordinary power oi inten-
s ifying wretchedness, of making us see and feel the 
squalor of which he wrote. His independent view:p oint, 
his single-minded preoccupation with the devastations 
of :pove~y, give him value as an original observer. His 
grim, relentless por trayal of the hard, sordid truths 
of dire poverty is a new note in literature. He had the 
courage to describe with faithful r ealism the horrors 
which another wri~er would have shrouded in a haze of 
sentiment. His simple directness makes vivid and forci -
1ble his earne s tness. His books have a "nervous , irrita-
ble and passionate sense of writhing life." They are 
c onsL;.; t ent in s tyle, in theme , in atmosphere and in 
characteri zation. His ability in this latter respect 
I h&.ve !iiscussed in an earlier s ection. Therefore, it 
is necessary now only to call a ttention to his charac-
terization as one of his s trongest achievements as an 
artist. His l eading figures are a l most invariabl;y-
well-realized and effectively, nay, convincingly pre-
• 
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sented. If they are emotionally deficient because their 
creator never x·igh tly knew the power of love , they are 
none the l ess human, and intellectually engaging . hnong 
the minor characters also are many closely ob served incH-
vicluals . Born in Exile is the only important novel that 
is distinctly inferior in its subordinate figures . Gi s -
sing's mastery of character-drawing consists in his facul-
ty for describing appearance and personality, and ana-
lyzing motive . His gift for exqui ti i te p ortraitJ.re gx·aced 
his books \Vi th memorable figures. His g ift for Jbi'Ob.ii?.Fg 
the springs of human action tra nsformed the portx·a i ts to 
living beings . 
As an artist, then, Gissing claims a h i gh .:p l ace by 
virtue of his flavrless style, his constructive ability, 
his rich characterization, his faithful adherence to 
high stand.ards of work, his original contribu.t io n in the 
realm of real i sm .. His novels are frankly intellectual, 
hence must a lvvays appeal primarily to those who can ap-
preciate serious and intelligent vw rk execute d with 
scrupulous care, but unheightened by tbat transcendent 
imaginative fervor which is the divine possession of 
great genius. It is possible to achieve vast momentary 
popularity with not one iota of the excel l ence that is 
Gissing's, but it is not possible to have his many fine 
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qualities and fail ~ventually to secure permanent and de-
served re c ognition. 
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Part IX. His Philosophy. 
In consiQering the development of Gissing's ideas and 
ideals, as gathered from his books, one must t ake into ac-
count the gulf that separated the life nature had shaped 
hi:m for from the life destiny had shaped for him. It was 
his tragedy that he stood "in full manhood measuring the 
abyss wh ich sundered him from all he had hope d ." Let us 
g lance for a moment at the picture of the man suggested by 
his friend and pupil, Austin Harrison, that we may better 
undE;rstand the forces that played a part in determining his 
beliefs: 
Gissing was an artist; a contemplative in-
di viclual; a man influenced by the mood of the 
sky, the procession of the year; by circumstance 
and environment. To understand and even to sym-
pa thize fully \vith him one muat remember that all 
his hopes and ambitions had been shattered at the 
most impressionist period of his life; that he 
had been shipwrecked as it were, at the outset 
of his progress in the world; and that, as a 
consequence , the youth had been transformed into 
a hard and bitter man. By nature he was made for 
the life of tranquillity and me ditation, for cul-
t ured leisure and repose. Constitutionally he 
was an idealist, a dreamer , an impres sioni st , a. 
scholar. In other circumstances he might have 
been a university don, a famous scholar , have 
amassed learning and farne. He vrorshipped the 
old, the dusty volumes of deal languages ..... 
I have seen him take up a worm-ec. ten copy of 
an old chronicle or Greek a uthor and caress it 
a.s a child will stroke some fond animal. A 
library was to him a garden of roses; he loved 
books as women love flowers; emotionally, in-
s tinctively. 
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This idealist and dreamer fou nd himself forced by 
poverty into circumstances utterly loathsome to him , and 
immediately poverty assumed to hi s resentful eyes the 
shape of a dem.u.niac monster, the fiercest enemy of man-
kind . His sense of t he value of money increased pro-
portionately as his misery and social exile ·were pro-
longed. That he never escaped t !li s exaggerated. opinion 
of its importance as a factor in social and indivi dual 
welfare is evident from The Private Papers of Henbf 
Hyecroft, written late · in his life: 
You say that money cannot buy the things 
most pred.ous. Your co:rnr:11;mplace proves that 
you have never known the lack of it. Vlhen I 
think of all the s orrow and the barrenness 
• 
that has been vvrough t in my life by want of a 
fevv more pounds per annum than I v.o~s a b le to 
earn , I stand aghast at money's significance . 
t~at kindly joys have I lost - those simple 
forms of happiness to wh ich every heart has 
claim- because of poverty! .... I h a ve lo5t 
friends merely through the constraint of my 
position; ....... solitud e of the bitter k ind ) 
whi ch is enforced at times when mind or heart 
longs for companionship, often cursed my life 
so l e l y becduse I was poor . I think it ·would 
scarce be an exaggeration to say that there is 
no moral good ~J ich has not to be paid for in 
coin of the realm. 
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There is scarcely a novel of the twenty-tv10 which does not 
s ound this note in some form; and it is a view common to 
Gissing's men that with money they would be different and 
better fellows than they are; ~ aymark, :Milvai n, , and Daniel 
Otway , for instance, profess this view. This , then , must 
be acknowledged one of the fundamental elements in Gissing's 
philosophy - money is necessary to contentment. 
Another life-long bias was his belief in aristocracy 
and class dis tinctions, !1is distrust of the people as a 
hopeful factor in social progress, fostered by his long 
observation of them . 11 No European country, 11 he declares, 
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"can show such a gap as yavv-ns betv;•e en th e English gentry 
• and the English boor." The idea of the futility of life, 
and of man as the victim of fate i s strong in his early 
work . Yet he never loses a s ense of the moral r espons i-
bility of the indivi dual. If outward conditions de ter-
mine a man's career, he is none the le ss strictly a c-
countat l e for his personal conduct within the bounda:r·ies 
BE: t for him by fate. He must strugg l e on , no matter how 
futilely. But for all t he gl oom, the hopelessness, the 
r epea te d frus trations of t h ose da rk and bitter outpourings 
of his rebellious year s , Gissing was never really a pes-
. . ... 
s1m1 s L.. If he declares b itterly in one pla ce , '1There' s 
no such t h ing as deserving . Happine ss or mi sery come to 
us by fate," he is ab l e to say in another, nHappiness is 
very evenly distributed among all clas s es and conditions. 
I,ife is enjoyed every bi t as much in the slum as in the 
palace." Yet he has a curious belief that the sum tota l 
of happiness in nations is seriously dimini shing as a re-
sult of ":progress," that universal education works for 
growing misery by creat i ng de s ire s which mu s t remain un-
fulfill ed, This is the res v. lt of his shrinking distrust 
of modern science and civilization with it s ever-growing 
industrial compl exity . 
We find e:A'J.)Tessed in hi e. book s a consi s t ent distas te 
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for :politics, for materialism, for popul ar d ive rsions , for 
industrialism, for the :press. His :norro:r of ·war finds vo ice 
in The Ythirlpool, The Crown of Life, and Rve croft. Time 
has proved his prophecy of interna tional war through t he 
agency of the :press and cornpe ti tive conune rce but too sad ly 
correct. Though int e ns e ly Engli sh t o the core, he dep lores 
the injustice of Engli sh i zy:_pe rialisl':'l , and s ees cl early the 
characteristic defects of h is c ountrs~en - arrogance, in-
sularity , self-righte ousne s s, hyp()c risy. "The English," 
he says, 11are the least Christi;ow o f the so-ca i led Ch ri s t-
ic? .. n nations." But his criticism is made in a sp irit of 
loving admonition. 
His ideas on education seem fundamentally s ou nd . Su-
perficial "finishing off" he sc orns, compul so r y education 
he cUstruBts, but he :pleads for the emancipation of viOrnen 
through intelligent training, and for o:pportv.ni ties for 
those who can profit by them. With his nati:ve scholarly 
and bookish bent, he vra s inclined for yea rs to se t t oo 
high a value u~on mere culture and refinement, to over-
emphasize the unfair exclusion of the educat(j;d poor from 
the s ociety of the c u ltivated. Tha t time mo d ified this 
view is clear from Ryecroft's corr~ent on c u lture of the 
mind versus culture of the heart~ 
I used to judge the worth of a person by 
his intelle ctual power and attairunent .... Now 
I think that one has to distinguish betvveen 
two forms of intelligence, that of the brain 
and that of the heart, and I have come to re-
gard the second as by far the more important . 
. . . . . The best pe O l~ le I have known were saved 
from folly not by the intelle ct but by the 
heart . 
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Gi s sing i::a s rema r kably free from every species of dog-
ma. He hated a ll forms of sham, hypocrisy, intellectual 
dishonesty. This r a ng ed him against conventional morality, 
and r e lig ion, and various intellectual emancipations are 
discus s ed in his novels, f r om anti-Puritanism to free love. 
But h E wa s no ardent advocate of any ca use, not did he 
ever write with a reform motive. His experimenting charac-
ters usually, a.fter testing their the ories, stepped ba ck 
contentedly into the conventional fold. For, though cer-
tainly never orthodoxly religious , he was at heart a 
"thorough mora list;" and he felt, as does every sensitive 
s :u iri t, a we in the presence of the unfathomable mystery 
of the universe. I think he f e lt something of Arnold's 
r· egr e t a t finding himself unable to accept the creed of 
Christia nity. In The Odd Women Mary Barfoot is made to 
declare, "I don't think we can do without the spirit of 
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that religion - the essential homan spirit. '1 The Uling that 
he did believe in more and more strongly with the passage of 
years was the cult of peace. It became his rel i gion. II It 
se ems to me this is the world' s only hope," he wro t e , 11p c:ace 
made a religion, the religion of the fu t u re." It was be-
cause scien ce had "c ome to mean money-making and weapon-
It 
making that it so disturbed him . Love of justice, of mercy , 
of truth, of peace - the se were his ideal s . 
Does the intellectual life alwaysrepr e sent 
justice and peace, sweetness of manners, purity 
of life - all the thing s viliich make for true 
civ i lization? Experience offers proof on every 
hand that vigorous mental life may oe but one 
side of a personality of vvh ich the other i s 
mora l barbari sm. 
This explains why he d i d not find in edu cc;. tion a universal 
panacea. Let us listen to him again: 
Life has taught me that most of the wrong 
and folly vYhich darken earth i s due to those 
who cannot possess their soul s in quiet; that 
most of the good which saves mankind from 
des tructi on c omes of life that i s l ed in 
t houghtful stillness. 
It is not fair to judge a man by the sentiments he 
v o ices in his darke s t hours . If, in the gloom of defea t 
·~ and despair, he r ai ls against f c:;. te and s ees no light on 
the horizon , it i s no more than thousand s of his fello ws 
have done e.nd will ever do. Shall we , t herefo re, pro-
nounce him a hopeless pessimist , and condemn h i m as l ess 
brave than the huma n average? Let us first see with what 
spirit he surv ive s the unmerciful cUsa s ters of hi s career. 
VJh en vr e find that he h as the c ourage cmd hones t y to re c og -
nize in himself the cause of his misfortunes , tbat he c on-
temp l a. te s them with no v,-ord of c omp l a int, that he h a s 
brought from th e fire s v;h ich tried his s oul a spiri t of 
fortitud e and sereni ty, and a be l ief in the eterna l righ t-
ness of the human ::;.piri t, only b l i n d and wilful pre judice 
can l~~d us t o pronounce such a man a "discouraged he don -
i s t." Hi s critics h a v e l a i d an unfortunate s tres s on the 
dark sentiment s v o iced in t hose novel s wh ich he ma Le of 
h is ovm suffering, quite overlooking or i gno ring the more 
normal philosoph y of his l a. ter vvork . They have faile d to 
pe.rc e ive the elas ticity of Gis s ing' s spirit. They h a ve 
sei zed u p on a sing le mood and tried to make it repr e s en t 
a man of many moods , as though the plane f:JUrfa ce of a x .rag -
ment of g la ss c ould aclequa te l:;.r body f orth the qualitie s of 
a many-fa c e ted diamond. ~rha t Gissing vraf: not me rely the 
prophet of g l oom wh o savv- onl y ho:pe l essness a.nd ruin in the 
lives of men , l e t the f ollovving passage f rom hi::;. pen b ear 
-v i tness: 
However one ' s h eart may f ai l in thinking 
of t!1e f olly ancl baseness rh ich make so g reat a 
:part i n today ' s ·world 1 r ememb e r ho vi many bri ght 
sou l s are livi ng coure:.geou E,ly, seeine; the good 
v;herever it ma:y be d i s c ovE r ed ~ undismayed by 
p ortents, d.oi ng v,cha t th ey have to do vri t h a ll 
the ir~ trength • ... . . They constitute t he r a ce of 
rnan, and the ir fa ith i s one , the C l' l t of reas :Jn 
s.ml of justice . 
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Thi s it:- the vo ic e , not of the pess i mi E: t bu t of the t hought-
f u l man v;ho has been d i s ci r, lined by life and has b r ought 
from the c onflict an uns.hakable f aith in t!1e ultimate g .; od . 
It i s the vo ic e of one v:ho has l ear ned to l oo}( u uon }l i s 
-='-
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f e llo',~wen 1Ji t h "ba l ance and detachrnen t and de ep- eyed p ity ; 
of one vvho h as \•Gven out of his loving conu: u nion with the 
grea t minds of the pas t, a n d out of the gen tleness of h i s 
hear t a ohining e;arr1ent f or hi s spirit, b r v.i secl a nd s carre d 
in its harE.h cant act vd th t he \'1orl c . . 
• 
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Part X. His Place as a Realist. 
Swinnerton denies Gissing the name of realist on the 
grounds that he deals with abnormal phases of life. But 
it seems to me that it is exactly as a realist that his 
influence on modern fiction has made itself felt. Evi-
dences of that influence may be traced in Swinncrton's 
ovm books, and in those of many of the present generation 
of novelists. Nor are Gissing's stories abnormal in 
either character or incident. Neither is he a realist 
only in the narr ow sense of a "literal copyist," No 
writer devoid of creative power could have produced such 
splendid imaginative prose as is found in several pas-
sages previously quoted, or in "Io Saturnalia" below: 
So at length came Monday, the first Mon-
day in August, a day gravely set apart for 
the repose and recreation of multitudes who 
neither know how to rest nor how to refresh 
themselves with pastime .... We come, jingling 
the coins that shall purchas e us this one 
day of tragical mirth. Before us is the dark 
and dreary autumn; it is a far cry to the fog-
gy joys of Christmas. Io Saturnalia! ...... . 
It is a great review of the people. On the 
wh ole, how respectable they are, how sober, 
f lOW deadly dull! See how worn-out the poor 
• 
girls are becoming ... . .. What listless eyes most 
of them have! They are pretty, many of these 
girl s------did but their slavery allow them 
na tural development; and the heart sinks as one 
sees them side by side with the men who are to 
be their husbands .... . A great review of the Peo-
ple! Since man came into being did the world 
ever exhibit a sadder spectacle? 
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Gissing lacked, it is true, transcendent and unfail-
ing imaginative power, but there is far more than the ab-
solute literal realism of Biffin in the dark strength of 
his work. His original contribution to realistic fiction 
lies in h i s naked sincerity and truth to terrible fact in 
de lineating the lowest strata of society; and in his 
ability to treat his subject with no ulterior purpose -
to present his material without the bias of the moralist, 
the reformer, or the sentimentalist. In a word , Gissing 
added to the realm of the r ealist not only new material 
resources, but a new meth od as well. The poor had been 
exploited before in English fiction, but never quite his 
t ype of poor, and certainly not in his manner. In es-
tabli sning the p.rec_edent of treating the hard facts of 
lowE1r-middle cla.~s life v,ri th implacable un s entimentali ty, 
Gissing rendered a genuine service to the cause of 
• 
realism. Another noteworthy chara cteristic of his treat-
ment is the purity of tone he consistently mainta ins in 
ila Ldling subjects which offer every opportunity for sexual 
appeal. The writer of the present popular i'sex novel 11 
might well make Gissing his m9del in this respect. 
It is at present impossible to measur e Gissing's in-
fluence upon the currents of fiction for he is still, as 
More says, a writer "far greater than his scant populari-
ty would indicate." And. he is so little known to the 
general rea ding public that his undoubted share in s.i:1aping 
the cours e of t wentieth- centur:y rea lism has been largely 
overlooked. No thoughtful ob s erver of modern tendencies 
in fiction, however, can come fresh from a reading of Gis-
sing without feeling that his influence on realistic wri-
ters has been fa r fr.am negligible. I think it has made 
its elf felt in three ways: in the effective use of accu-
rate, minute detail of character and circun1stance; in his 
v ig orous, truthful, unsentimenta l way of facing the f c. cts 
of poverty; in the beautiful clarity and restraint of 
his admirab l e s t y le. His influence has assuredly been a 
wholesome one, working, through writers of normal tempera-
ment for sanity, for purity, for more careful craftsman-
ship, for a clearer vision of the unpleasant truths of 
life. 
One finds so much to enjoy in Gissing that one wishes 
9?. 
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he mie;ht become better known and better understood. His 
biographers have placed him in an ambiguous position by 
dwelling too much on the bitter misery and. rebellion of 
his early years, too little on the splendid spirit of 
his maturity. That his life wa s sad and tragic is 
abundantly evident, but that it was futile, or that he 
felt it w£10lly futile and frustrated I ca:t,not believe. 
If a man whose lifEl has been turne d from its true direc-
tion is yet able to leave behind him so large a body of 
good and conscientious work, what further proof is needed 
that he has not lived in vain? No life ca n be called fu-
tile vih ich turns its misfortunes into stepping s tones to 
viorthy achievement. 
I like to think of Gissing as the scholar, the lover 
of learning, the man \vhose knowledge of books, wide and 
deep , nourished his spirit in his lean years, the idealist 
who f ound in his beloved classics consolation for the 
disappointments of life. I like to think of him as an-
swering to his own description of the ideal Briton: 
Heart of noble strain, intrepid, gen-
erous; the clear head , the keen eye, a spirit 
equal alike to goo d fortune and to ill. I 
see the true born son of England . .. In his 
blood i s the instinct of honor, the scorn of. 
meanness .... A friend staunch to the death; 
tender with a grave sweetness to those who 
claim his love; passionate beneath stoic 
seemi ng for the causes he holds sacred. He 
is Bver hopeful, and deems it a crime to 




In the foregoing essay on George Robert Gissing, I 
have attempted to present the most important facts con-
cerning his life and work, with the purpose of introduc-
ing to the general reader a writer who is, as yet, far 
less widely known .than the fine qualities of his work 
merit. Since .he was a very subjective writer, and a 
knowledge of the circumstances which shaped his . l i fe is 
almost essential to a sympathetic understanding of his 
work, I have outlined his biography, discussed the salient 
qualitie~ of .his character and personality. and given a 
detailed account of the strongly autobiographical fea-
tures of his novels. I have reviewed the novels chrono-
log ically, pointing out the .themes which occupied his 
attention in the three periods of his work; traced the 
change in background from the depths of London's nether 
world to the prosperous London suburbs, and the cor-
responding increase in the prevalence of passages re-
vealing an appreciation of natural beauty; and empha-
sized Gissing's skill and power in characterization, 
particularly in his drawing of women. 
Threa important works of non-fiction \.hich mani-
fest Gissing's faculty for cr i ticism and. chann as an 
essayist have been discuss ed and evaluated. Suc.h de-
fects as his unpleasant subjects, lack of humor, lack of 
--
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dramatic and emotional appeal, and certain faults of 
structure which have withheld from Gissing deserved 
popularity, I have considered in detail, as well as the 
excellences of style, constructi on, character analysis, 
and verisimilitude which mii.ke him appeal strongly to the 
literary rea der. In connection with his philosophy of 
intellectual idealism and spiritual struggle I h~ve 
recall ed the peculiar circumstances which formed his 
viewpoint, and enumer~.ted the fundamental principles 
and beliefs which -yvere the inevitable out-growth of his 
temperraJD.ent in relation to his environment. Finally, 
I h i.:lve attemp ted, in general terms , to give a slight 
estimate of the nature and extent of .i1 is influence upon 
the realistic writers of the present day. 
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